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Almost Unanimous

Christmas Tree

The Bond Election held Saturday was a very quiet affair. 86
votes were cast Seventy one of
which were for the Bonds and
Seventeen against. Many ladies
proved their patriotism by voting
for the bonds. It is seldom that
a Schoo Board has ever taken
the chances' or shown the

The Roy Union Sunday School
decided last Sunday to have a
Christmas tree at the Church
for the children of the Sunday
School. Twenty dollars were
appropriated from the funds of
the school for the purpose. They
will have a short program" and
begin early so that it will not
conflict with the Christmas Tree
at the School House. Presents
will be arranged for all the S.S.
children and the teachers are ap
pointed as a committee to attend
to the arrangements. A Christmas present of $5.00 was also
voted to the New Mexico Orphan's Home at Albuquerque in
addition to the regular donation
of $5,00 made recently.

,

pro-gressivene-

present

of this

school board in going ahead with
the new bui'ding and arranging
the details of the business afterward and we areghidto see them
so handsomely endorsed by the
patrons of the school.
G. It. Bergador, of Eastonville

Listen Daughter

Colorado, is giving our town and
country the
and
frankly admits his delight with it!
He is an
friend of John Ben Sturgis writes us from
O. Gallegos and a guest at the Chetopa, Kansas and orders the
sent to him at Altaraont,
Commercial Hotel. Mr. BergaKansas.
He adds:
dor came to French to look at
We have not seen the sun
the Brown Palace Hotel on a deal
and came on to see the best part since leaving Roy, have bad
of the state at Roy.
colds. Corn sells at 58 cents
and oats, 40 cents.
J. J. Cox and wife moved into Tell the boys they don't know
their new home onChicosa Street what they have 'got till they get
Wednesday. It is a tidy little out here. I don't see how these
concrete house just .big enough people live and pay rent. They
for two and in the best p,rt of need all they raise and more too
town and they will be very com- instead of giving up part of it
fortable in it till spring when for the privilege of living
they still plan to return to the
one elses land.
Ben1
promises, to write us agwn
homestead and farm next summer.
later.
"Once-over",-

old-tim-

"

j

i
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on-som-

Mrs. Emilia Romero will move
her Restaurant into the Goodman
Building recently vacated and
will add several sleeping rooms
to her prosperous restaurant
business. The arrangement is
orriy temporary as these buildings
will be removed in the spring
for the new Hotel Building.
Jess LaRue called Monday to
tell us that he had threshed a
thousand pounds of Soudan Grass
seed with the little old Bean
Thresher we sold him the wreck
cf recently. He has fixed it up
and done a lot of threshing with
it.
Tell and Jay Bradley were in
from the farm last week with a
load of beans. They recently"

threshed millet and cane seed
enough to seed the whole mesa
next season. The millet making
over 22 bushels per acre and
some of the cane making 45 bu.
They are convinced that farming
eats working at the Mines but
still remember Dawson very
kindly as a great help to them in
I

getting started.

"

DECE3II3ER

The Chicken Pie Cinner and
Bazaar given by the hdies ef the
Christian Chuich last Saturday
was'a decided success! Almost
every one in town ate Chicken
Pie and many bought Christmas
presents at the Bazaar.
The affair was held in the old
drug store building.
We wish to thank the public

for so generously patronizing the

19,

1914,

No. 48

Movies Coming

Dad knows that Christmas is
Roy may have a Moving Picture
coming and so does your mother Show this winter. Chas, C.

and brothers and sisters. And Wheelock writes the
saying
we all know just what will please Roy has been recommended to
you most. So, from present ap- him as a "Live town" and asking
pearances, you are not to be dis- for information from one who
appointed, but you seem t j have a knows.
wrong1 point of view about ChristWe conscientiously
recommas, honey, and I want to set; you mended the town for his busiright. Christmas is the season ness und fully believe a good
forgiving. Get that? The real "Movie" would not only do well
happiness lies in planning what financially but would be a good
you are going to do for others thing for the town.
and then doing it. The real
Winter has crept upon us so
Christmas spirit fills only those
stealthily that we hardly realized
whose thoughts are upon the
was winter save by consulting
happiness they hope to bestow it
the thermometer these early
upon their friends and upon the
mornings.
unfortunates who think they Conditions could
scarcely be
have no friends. Its not so much
more favorable for stock or for
what you give as to whom you
getting the feed crop cared 'for
give. There's a poor woman
or the wheat and bean crops marliving around the corner. No
,
keted.
one is thinking of what she
Resolutions
would like for Christmas. She'd
he the second happiest woman in
WHEREAS: Death who is no
town if you were to walk in on
her early Christmas morning respecter of Persons, has again
with a gift of something warm 'entered our ranks, and laid his
for her to wear. The happiest paralyzing hand upon one who
wóman would be my little girl has worthily worn the Royal
who' brings it There is old Purple of our beloved Order, with
Black Jim, who shovels the snow credit to himself and honor to
and carries out the ashes. Never our Order, therefore be it
.thought of him? Well think of , RESOLVED: -- By Homestead
Lodge No. 46, 1 O.O. P. That as a.
him to the extent of a pair of
Memorial to our honored and
warm mittens. Knitthem your
self Don't know how? Your N. Brother, Grand Secretary
E. Stevens, of Albuquerque,
mother will start you, It will be
Whose faithful service to our
twice as much fun for you and
old Jim's look of gratitude when Order thruout many years has
been a factor in placing Odd
you give them to him will repay
Fellowship at the bead of the
you more than all the fine phrasCivic Fraternities of the state,We
es of all the young squirts to
hereby endeavor to express our
whom you send neckties they
profound sorrow at his death
won't wear and pincusions they
and extend to his bereaved family
wont use. Try Dad's prescripand friends and to the Order
tion, Daughter, and you'll be the
happiest girl in town Christmas Universal, our sincere ympathy
commending them to the God in
day. You will find that it isn't
getting what you want for whom he trusted for consolation
and asserting our pride in his reChristmas that makes for real
cord as an Odd Fellow, as a Man
joy. You'll discover something.
and Citizen.
right.
S--

,

bp-love-

chicken pie dinner and bazaar.
The gross proceeds were about
That's
Start now.
fifty dollars.
"Christian Ladie's Aid
Miss Phoebe Russell arrived
Tuesdays "Polly"
homeonthe
A Mr. White from Kentucky,
to spend holidays with her parwas in town this week giving us
ents, Rev, and Mrs. J. S. Russel
the "Once-over- "
with a view to
She is looking fine and College
locating here. He is so much
days seems to have agreed with
like State Superintendent ot
her.
Schools, Alvin N. White, that it
Blackburn College, which she
was easy for us to mistake him
has been attending as partially
for our noted pedagogue. Mr.
wrecked by the explosion of the
White is a friend of J. L. Campboiler of the heating plant and
bell and we hope he will decide
the students were given a vacato remain with us.
tion until after Christmas while"
repairs were being made.
Charles Hartley, of Springer
Will Hill and wife came in Satwas in Roy Tuesday apparently
urday to feast on Chicken Pie at
on business,
the Bazaar.

d

,

that these resolutions be spread upon the records of Homestead Lodge, and
copies forwarded to The Grand
RESOLVED-

:-

Lodge of New Mexico and to the
bereaved family of our departed

Brother.
Signed, J. Floersheim,
Wm. G.Johnson,
Iryin Ogden, Committee
Zero wéather reached us Wednesday and the snow coming
with it gave us the correct impression of real winter.
:

Frank Lujan was in Roy Tuesday after a load of freight for his
father's store at Sabinoso.
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AN EPITOME OF

SPANISH-AMERIOA-

H.

;
FOREIGN.
the treasury estimate for government
expense for the fiscal year beginning
Gen. Eulalia Gutierre was Installed
July 1, 1915. The total is. $1,090,775,-13provisional President of Mexico,
as
four million dollars under last
with a full cabinet.
year.
4,

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED

RECORD

OF

THE

PROGRESS. OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

(

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

SAYINGS,

ACHIEVE.

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Western Newspaper Union New Servlc.

WESTERN.
Laden with a $3,000,000 cargo of
the relief of Belgium the
steamer Maskinonge sailed from New
'ood for

York. :
An information charging Dr. R. J.
Mason with the murder of Miss Ruth

Merriweather was filed in the West
.
Side Court in Denver,
Ephraim Woddrow, infant son of Al
bert Woodrow, a farmer, thirty miles
west of Tulsa, Okla., was scalded to
death when he fell into a tub of boiling water.
Chicago club women were elated
over the ease with which Mrs. Ella
Flagg Young was
superintendent of schools at a salary of
a year.
s
La Crosse, "Wis., police were appealed to to recover three photographs of Sparta, Wis., young women
posed in a mill pond near Sparta,
in imitation of "September Morn."
In order to save the life of Miss
Minnie Sellman, who the police say
was trying, to commit suicide, John
McCarty, flagman, lost his life under
a Soo train at St. Paul, Minn. The
girl escaped.
$10,-00- 0

who
Miss Maud Gregg, twenty-three- ,
shot herself while standing over the
newly made grave of Richard Raymond Levis, wealthy manufacturer,
died in Chicago. The bullet pene-

trated her chest.
Counterfeit silver dollars, in an unfinished condition were discovered in
the house recently occupied by Mike
jimith and Myron Seitzoff, who were
irrested at Beatrice, Neb., by United
States secret service agents.
Iowa's agricultural products for
1!)14 reached a total value of almost
$500,000,000, according to a report issued by George M. Chappel, director
of the Iowa weather and crop service.
The figures were $438,157,440.
Jacob Auer, 20, station agent for the
Wabash railroad at Carrollton, Mo.,
was shot by a holdup man, believed
to have been a negro, who then robbed
and ransacked the station, escaping
with $60 after a futile effort to blow
the safe.
Carl Schplz of Chicago was
as president of the American Mining Congress at Phoenix. The following vice presidents also were chosen:
Harry L. Day, Wallace, Idaho; M. S.
Kemmerer, New York, and Walter
Douglas, Bisbee. James P. Callbreth
secretary.
of Denver was
-

The federal commission, headed by
Seth Low of New York, which ' will
consider disputes between coal miners and operators in Colorado, will be
sworn in át Washington, and probably
start immediately for Denver, according to information received at Denver
headquarters of the línited Mine;
VWorkers of America.
'

'

WASHINGTON.

'Representative Sereno E. Payne of
New York died suddenly'of heart failure at his apartment in Washington.
Secretary

Governor Yager of Porto Rico urged.
President Wilson to support at this
session of Congress the bill giving
Porto Ricans a larger voice in their
government, including the election of
their Senate.
Rheims was visited by a German
aviator, who dropped three bombs upon the city, destroying property, but
injuring no one, according to dispatches to the French embassy from
the foreign office.
News of the death at Batopilas,
Mexico, of Arthur Spelr Sheppard,
former owner of the Denver World and
a member of the Santo Domingo commission under President Grant, was
;
received in private advices.

Statements that 58,000,000 rounds of
"buckshot cartridges," said to be new
style dumdum bullets, were manufactured by two American concerns for
the use of British soldiers in the European war were filed with the State
Department.
The American National Red Cross,
at its tenth annual meeting in Washington, readjusted its European war
work. Hereafter, the society will not
solicit contributions for
but will limit its solicitations
to funds for relieving the sick and
wounded in the engaged armies.
Only finishing touches are necessary to complete the Maine memorial
in Arlington National cemetery to
those who perished when the battleship was blown up in Havana harbor
in February, 1898. The memorial will
be dedicated on Feb. 15 next, the
seventeenth anniversary of the destruction of the Maine.
Economy in the public service is the
keynote of the annual report of Secretary Redfield, of the Department of
Commerce. In summarizing the work
of the many bureaus of his department, he undertakes to suggest a wise
use of government funds. '
Secretary Daniels announced that
Naval Constructor David W. Taylor
will be appointed chief constructor
and chief of the bureau of construction and repair, with the rank, of rear
admiral, to succeed Rear Admiral
Richard M. Watts, whose term of four
years expires Dec. 14.
President' Wilson told Senator
he approved many features o!
river and harhis plan for
bor improij ments into a broad national policy, and as a result the senator,
announced he would press his bill on
the subject at this session. Newlands'
plan contemplates a commission to coordinate the projects and to supervise the expenditure of $60,000,000 a
year for a period of ten years in improving the various river systems from
their sources to their outlets.
s,

New-land- s

SPORT.
Eddie Collins, Philadel phials star
second baseman, was sold to tiz Chicago Americans. ,..,
The Denver Bears may train in
Phoenix, Ariz. They are scheduled to
' .
go there in 1915.
Quarterback Pete Russell "of the
University of Chicago was elected to
lead the Maroons in 1915.
Frank Miller of the Montreal Club
of the International league and Miss
Clara Haley were married in Chicago.
Miller played several years with the
'
San Francisco Club. '
3.
Marty Krug, formerly of the Boston
American and Indianapolis American
Association Clubs, accepted terms to
manage the ftmaha Club, in the West-érLeague,1 next season, it was announced in Cleveland.
Jacob Ruppert, New York brewer, is
negotiating, with William S. Devery
and Frank Farrell for the purchase of
the New York American League Base-tal- l
Club. The price wanted by
Devery and Farrel is said to be $500,- n

'

McAdoo

'

has. .submitted 000.'.

,

"..

'',':

,.:

:.

.

Nicholas Ahhirsv former
'consul In Sunderland borough, was
convicted by th Durham assizes of
high treason and sentenced to death.
An earthquake did considerable
damage to the Interior, towns of
Lampa, Col ta and Pausa, Peru. Forty
bodies have been1 recovered from the
ruins of wrecked houses.
"The 'Bavarian, presa reports the
death of General Von Meyer as the
result of an arrow shot by a hostile
aviator while the general was entering
a motor car tn Berne, Switzerland.
The Prince .of Wales, second lieu
tenant grenadier guards, haa been promoted to full lieutenancy for j valorj
This announcement Is made in the list
of army promotions issued' at London.
Generals Villa and Zapata met at
Kochlmilco and, after a coiaf erence, an
nounced publicly that they would
work together and that each would re
tire to private life when their work
was accomplished.
A Paris dispatch to the Havas
agency from Athens says that the
cruiser Goeben, purchased by Turkey
from Germany, is being repaired after
heavy damage suffered in the battle
with a Russian fleet in the Black sea
recently.
"Prince Von Buelow, the new German ambassador to Italy," says the
Idea Nazionale, "comes to Rome authorized to negotiate the transfer of
the province of Trent to Italy in exchange for the maintenance of neutrality by Italy."
A Havana dispatch says that Congress passed an act authorizing the
President to issue a decree of amnesty
in favor of. General Ernesto Asbert,
former governor of Havana province,
who was sentenced to twelve years'
imprisonment for the killing of Chief
of Police Riva last year. It is expected the President will sign the decree immediately.
German,

pay money for
boxes when
what you really want is

WHY

cigarettes?

high-grad- e

the Turkish-blen- d

FATIMA;

cigarette. "No Gold Tips,
but finest quality"--20 for 15c.
"Distinctively Individual"
if you cannot secure Fatima Cigarettes

from
tour dealer, we will be pleased to send you
three
packages postpaid on receipt of SOc.
Address Fitimi Dept.. ill Fifth Aye.. New York.N.Y.

rÉmi

20

.

c.

'
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Beauty
Is Onlv Sliia Deen

r7

I

It is vitally

essary
.

1

jjyjij

it

nec

there-

fore, that you
take good care
of your skin.

ZONA POMADE.

if used regularly will beautify and
preserve jour complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
GENERAL.
for many years. Try it for 30
days.
If not more than satisfied
Fire destroyed virtually the entire
you"
get
your money back. 50c
plant of the Edison company, West
druggists
or mailed direct.
Orange, N. J., causing damage esti- at
mated at nearly $7,000,000.
Zona Company,
Kan.

Daniel T. Ray of Los Angeles was
sentenced to six years in the Mounds-ville- ,
W. Va., federal penitentiary for
impersonating a federal officer in order to defraud women.
Leo M. Frank was sentenced at Atlanta, Ga., in Fulton County Superior
Court to be hanged on Friday, Jan. 22,
for the murder in April, 1913, of Mary
Phagan. a
factory girl. Before being sentenced Frank again proclaimed his innocence.
Frank Dieter, a resident of Merna,
ten miles northwest of Broken Bow,
Neb., sent four bullets into the body
of his wife, then shot himself twice
in the left breast, from the effect of
which he died.
Joseph Smith, president of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints, died at his home in Independence, Mo. At his bedside was his
Bon, Frederick Mi Smith, who will succeed him as' president of the church,
and other members of his family.
.Thomas Clapp, twenty, of Tamms,
111., confessed, according to Assistant
Chief of Detectives Shannon of St.
Louis, that he shot and killed Davis
Brown, fifty-fivand Adam Brown,
jixty, brothers, as they slept In their
armhouse near Thebs, 111., to rob them
)f$200 which was concealed in the
rabin of the Brown farm.
Demand that the beet growers be
;iven a share of its profits in addition
a flat' rate per ton for their beets
;ras made upon the Great .Western
3ugar Company at the meeting in Den-re- r
by a committee from the Intérnate Farmers' Association, represent-nthe beet growers and owners of
mgar beet land in Colorado, Montana,
Wyoming and Nebraska
e,
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Wichita,

SHIP
YOUR

BROOM CORN
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS

CHEAP fJSSáfíce RATES
LIBERAL LOANS MADE

WRITE

US

COYNE BROTHERS
118 W.

SOUTH WATER

ST.. CHICAGO

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c. 3 more starch for same money.
1--

DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraska

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver is
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
eentlvbutfirmlvcom-i-

f

X

-- v.

pel a lazy liver
do its duty.
Cures Con.
itipation, In
digestion,
Sick
Headach
and Distress After Eating.,

V

.J

--

T

Carters
ÍITTLE

253

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

WAMTPn
XUAJ

bear from owner of good farm
fot ale. Send description and
price. Sorthireitera Batloeii Agae;,lit.i,lioa4poUi,lUu.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

51-19- 14.
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Registered August
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Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

Entered as

$1.50 Per

second-clas- s
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ost
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matter at

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
at Christian (Jhurcn. ' Your
presence is necessary.

We note a Texas farmer is

JOlfíüJ JOJ

3NIZVOVÍA!

ad-

vertising Soudan Grass seed for
sale. We also note one of our

S3ISWH33ÍAJ

New Mexico Exchanges is offer-

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

M.D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
. Ry. .

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Cellier.

Rev. Fr. Ant.

Priest in charge,

i

ing 5 pounds of Soudan Grass
seed as a Premium for
Subscriptions. All of

G.B.Hall, Supt,

Rev.

Aimvj 3ia nv auv
UOS PUO

the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
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SPANISH AMERICAN

EPAinSH-AMERICA-
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BAPTIST
First Sunday In each month.
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
'

which goes to prove that Soudan
Grass is a ''Rich relation" to
"Johnson Grass" of Oklahoma
fame or disrepute let us hope it
will not get as over ambitious as

Rev. R. A.

,

MILLS

Pastor.

I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable ;
"
Satisfaction

Christian
Rev

Johnny

Gallagher came in
Monday after supplies for his
ranchón Ute Creek. He also
called to make a regular visit

N. Nutter,

Realty, Co.
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
prompt and careful at-

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.
v

tention.

every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, W. M.

Nutter-Kern-

F. H. FOSTER

Some men require tobe stung
Harmony Rebekah
1 am prepared to do all kinds
once to learn that there is someD.ofR.
thing about bees besides honey; of grinding at my place 3 miles Lodge No.
Meets in L O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
others require the attention of a east of Mills.
E. La Rue 1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
T2pd:
J.
whole hive.
month, Visiting members always wel-

United States
Commissioner

24,

FILING- S- CONTESTS

Miss. Grace v. Collins,
Miss.

Blanche Kitchell,

N. G. Office

Secy.

PROOFS

ETC.

come.

Fluh-man- n

s'

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

Visiting members always welcome
Wm. G. Johnson,
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

FeVd Grinding

We are indebted to Fred
Governor McDonald has issugenerous sample of
ed a Proclamation placing an home-mad- fora
pork Sausage which
embargo on all cattle shipped inlis last week. He
to New Mexico from everywhere he left for
Strict Quarantine is to bp enforc- raises hogs ás well as corn and it
ed and no chances are to be taken doesn't go bad to live like farma
of importing Foot and Mouth er folks once in while.
Disease or other plagues.
C. A. Armour writes us from
This Js a sensible measure and
Duncan Oklahoma saying he is
at the present time it will work
anxious to get well and come
less of a hardship than at any
back. He sends greetings to all
other time of the year.
his friends but says his health
It will not interfere with the is not improving as he would
shipping out of Beef cattle and
like and it is very cold there.
will prevent the shipment of
He also asks for a copy of the
young stock and cows and will at
occasionally.
the same time keep the state
clear of the diseases that are
causing losses in many other
states.
Aro You a Woman?
Farmer's week ac the New
Mexico College of Agriculture
will be held Jan 4 to 9. A very
n
interesting program of lectures
on appropriate topics has been
arranged and published in the

O. H, Kerns,

Nutter-Kern- s

Lodge Directory

Meet

Jim Proctor was in town again
this week. He is still on his
claim much of the time.

G'r'n'fd

Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8. P.M. Lord's Supper at
Morning Service.

AVO&iarXftg

from the S A. sure tor another
year by paying in advance. He
recently visited his mother at
Cimarron but is glad to get back
to his own ranch.

WHearn, Elder

O

NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONEER

1

has its relative in other states.
The Maxwell Mail last week
gives the names of ten farmers
who are abandoning their irrigated farms and leaving the
state, some of them forfeiting all
they have paid on their land, and
asks "Why"? The answer is not
given but it is obvious to those
who have seen and compared conditions here and there.
The more than a million dollar
investment in the best private
Irrigation scheme in the state
has not made it as desirable a
farming proposition as; a little
science and a lot of intelligent
hustling has made the Roy Mesa
without artificial moisture.

Price

'

Col.
F. 0. WHITE

"with

Roy,

Spanish-America-

:

v

New Mex.

e

S--

College Courier.

Mrs. M S. Crosby writes us
from ÉlPaso asking for copies of
the S. A. which she had missed.
She is spending the winter at the
southern city but will come back
in the spring.

Tha Woman's Tonic

I

FI3

SALE

AT ALL

IHSTS

F4

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

J. B. Lusl,

Attorney
at Law,
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me.

S; HANSON

A.

Rcy,

New, Mexico,

Notary Public
Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.

J. FLOERSHEIM

NEW MEXICO

ROY,

Notary Public

M. H. KOCH
Licensed Embalmer

Funeral Director
PHONE 116

s

:

TUCUMCAR?. N. M.

Costly New York Habit.
The costliest of New York habits is
that of keeping a supply of subway or

L tickets in your pocket. If you have
oí
no ticket you have an, even chance
you
if
fare;
not being stuck for the
have tickets, you say, as the other
man makes for the window: "Come on.
game;
I've got tickets." It's a bum
you simply can't win. New York
Tribune.

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

W.H. WILLCOX
1

United States'"
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services r.n
dered in all land matters.

THE SPAinsn.AHERIOAlí.
AN EMBARGO ON CATTLE

STATE NEWS

governor Mcdonald issues a

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

QUARANTINE

PEOPLE

PROCLAMATION.

On Account of Foot and Móuth

Di

ease Prohibits Importation of
Cattle Into New Mexico.

.Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.

New Mexico's apple crop is estimated at 880,000 barrels.
Eighteen carloads ol lambs were
shipped to Colorado from Willard.
A shipment of 100,000 pounds ,of
beans was recently made from Nolan.
Local option carried at Des Moines
recently by a vote of 155 for and 89
against.
John W. Howry recently loaded
twenty-sicars of cattle at Carlsbad
for shipment to Colorado.
J. O. Shutts recently purchased
lambs from parties near Logan for
shipment to Lambert, Okla,
San Miguel was the first county ta
make a remittance to the state treasurer from November taxes.
The Business Men's Association of
Raton is working for thé establishment of a big flour mill there.
A Melrose farmer produced a large
number of beets the past season,
many weighing 17 pounds.
A farmer near Hagerman shipped
1.000 turkeys to Chicago. The firm
handling the birds asked for more.
The fanners of the state having excess provender for cattle are taking
to feeding the stock of large holders.
The Hubbell ranch near Magdalena
will ship 80,000 head of sheep this
season, which is 30,000 more than last
year.
Carlsbad parties bought Bob Evans'
miles northwest of
ranch, twenty-fiv- e
paying
Pecos,
in the neighborhood of

Gold - Plated

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Lightning Guard for Hiss

Freedom

Santa Fó. Governor McDonald has
ssued the following proclamation:
platinum-tippelightning points
nTASHINGTON. Three new
"Whereas, The Cattle Sanitary if have been placed upon, the statue of Freedom, which rises above the
Board of the State of New Mexico has capítol dome, to protect the bronze lady from lightning.
knowledge that the contagious and
These tips, which extend above
communicable disease known as foot
the feathers in the lady's headdress,
and mouth disease is now prevalent
need renewal each time they are
among the live stock in a great many
struck, and examination showed that
of the states of the United States, and
at least three shocks had been susplatinum tips
that there is a probability that the
tained. The
disease is affecting animals in herds
offer a fine lightning conductor, and
they are renewed as fast as they are'
not yet located, possibly In states not
now under quarantine; and,
knocked off or melted by lightning, according to the annual report of Super"Whereas, Such knowledge has been
intendent Elliott Woods of the capícommunicated by said board to the
;
Mex-icotol building and grounds.
Governor of the State of New
Owing to the almost continuous
says
congress,
superintendent
it has been Impossible to make
the
"Now, Therefore, I, William C. Mc session of
any
to the building, but the usual
improvements
or
general
repairs
extensive
New
Donald, Governor of the State of
"
repairs
made.
been
have
of
the
Mexico, upon recommendation
The most important item in upkeep, he sáys, has been the renovating and
Cattle Sanitary Board and under the
authority conferred upon, me by Sec repainting of the central portion of the capítol and the dome. This is done
tion 188 of the Compiled Laws of 1897, every four years, if possible. The dome work required thorough Inspection
do hereby proclaim that the importa- of the inner and outer shells, recalking of the joints, and covering them with
tion of cattle of every description, loose woven canvas soaked in white lead and oil.
Mr. Woods tells of the securing of a new filtered air supply for the house,
from all states in the United States,
which
is taken from the center courtway between the new house wing and
the Dominion of Canada and the Re
old
the
central building, and of the raising of the roof and building of another
public of Mexico, into, the State of
story
on
the house office building to make office room for new members of
New Mexico, is prohibited.
congress who came in under the last census.
"All stock shipments now actually
loaded and en route, which cannot be
diverted, must be held at railroad des Willow
Tree Alley Slum Becomes Fine Playground
tinations until inspected and released
by state or federal veterinarian.
"And it is further ordered that no
HARTS, the engineer officer in charge of public buildings ana
COLONEL
of
move
within the State
stock shall
has completed the principal portion of the big Job he undertook
New Mexico when transported by cars, last spring of transforming the purlieus of Willow Tree alley, formerly one
1100,000.
unless all stock cars so used are dis- of the worst of the slums in the Dis
A new toad has just been finished infected under supervision of federal trict, Into a modern playground and
.
m
Wrr
from Encino via Palma to the Tor or tate veterinary inspector.
recreation paric, witn attractive, arMiguel
'
rance county line, and San
"This quarantine proclamation shall tistic surroundings.
county line.
The high iron picket fence inclos
take effect and be in force from and
The state received, up to November after the 4th day of December, 1914, ing the marginal 'gardens is finished.
30, $421,740.36 from the sale of state and shall remain in force until re E. S. Martin of the Playground asso
gymciation has installed the open-ai- r
lands for the year, $150,000 in excess scinded."
apparatus,
including
swings,
nastic
of last year.
slides, horizontal bars, etc.
Melrose has a remarkable crop of Power Line System Boosts Mining.
Sand boxes and wading pools are
maize, one hundred cars being en
The construction of also provided for the younger chilCarrizozo.
gaged for the shipment of a portion transmission lines by the Wildcat dren. The large open space,
bordered
of the crop.
Leasing Company is giving an im- by trees and flowering plants, has been laid off as a baseball diamond, with
The annual meeting of the South' petus to mining in the Carrizozo dis backstop, bases, etc.
western New Mexico Cattle Growers' trict. The first lines will extend from
The making of this interior park is the first work of the kind ever underAssociation will be held at Deming the company's power plant south of taken in this vicinity. It is an experiment in public welfare activities. ConWThite Oaks to Carrizozo and to Par siderable interest is displayed by
April 2 and 3.
citizens in the enterprise,
Two bfg cattle companies are nego- sons, and later branch Unes will be and its advocates predict that it will be a powerful and material factor in ; the
of the community.
tiating for range purposes, 50,000 built to various properties. The line movement for the moral improvement and
new
current
park
unique
place
for
The
will
to
furnish
in
this
is
in
that
is
located
it
the interior of a square
acres each from parties owning land
ground
in
power.
of
the
light
city
of
entirely by buildings
Parsons
as
well
heart
the
as
and
The
surrounded
is
grants in Santa Fé county.
Company will use about 100 occupied either as' dwellings or places of business. To that extent it is seMining
Governor McDonald appointed Horhorsepower, and estimates that there cluded from the public streets, and strangers passing by on the outside thorace Moses of Hurley, Grand county, a
saving of at least 30 per oughfares are not aware of its existence.
delegate to the American Mining Con will be a
The square is bounded by B and C streets and by Third and
cent in the present cost of steam
gress, held in Phoenix, Ariz.
streets southwest. The part devoted to public use covers an area of
power. In the White Oaks district
Five cars of broom corn have been much work is being done, the Wildcat about four acres. Shut in on all sides by brick and frame buildings, mostly
shipped from Portales to date. Some Leasing Company working a large of the
kind, the only means of entrance are short, narrow alleys.
went to California, some to Chicago force of men on the North and South
and some as far east as Ohio.
Homestake properties, and on the adJ. H. Strawn of Oklahoma was at ditions to the power plant south of Handsome Designs on New Federal Reserve Notes
Artesia looking over the Pecos valley town. The company has a force-sp- f
oil fields with a view to commencing men in Carrizozo getting ready to
automobile and aeroplane have made their appearance on the money of
operations in the near future.
string the wires throughout the town, THE realm. On the $20 notes of the federal reserve issue the design repreOne hundred thousand trout finger- and has opened an office and supply sents transportation on land and water and in the air. A railroad, an auto
lings arrived at Silver lty from Lead depot in the Campbell building.
and an aeroplane, together with an
ville, Colo., consigned to the South
ocean liner, are engraved on this latwestern Sportsmen's Association.
Houses.
Looking
Farm
est money.
Best
for
Prizes
Orders were issued by John Skel-to-n
Albuquerque has proved that New
The Portales Utilities
Portales.
'
Williams, comptroller of the curMexico is the sunshine state. The Company has decided that the Por
rency, to print at the bureau of enannouncement is made it enjoyed tales Valley needs painting. In order
graving and printing $250,000,000 of
thirty clear days during November.
to etimulate the painting and fixing up
federal reserve notes for the use of
It will require the signature of 200 of places in the Portales Valley, this
the banks which have recently been
residents of Quay county in order to company announces that they are placorganized
and opened. The notes are
insure the building of a bridge across ing with the Portales Bank & Trust
of $5, $10, $20, $50
denominations
in
Mineosa creek on the Amistad road. Company $50 in gold to be paid out in
designs
are all new,
and $100. The
experts,
Over $100,000 in taxes, being the cash prizes for the neatest looking
are the
to
according
the
and.
first half of the total taxes due for the premises, farmland farm houses in most artistic yet made. An allegorical picture covers the entire back of the
year, had been paid into the office of the Portales Valley.
$100 bill. America, with peade and plenty on either, side, is an imposing
on
City
county
at
Silver
treasurer
the
center, while labor il shown reaping the harvest, with Mercury distributing it
Fever.
of
Typhoid
Dies
Mail
Clerk
1.
Dec.
The Panama canal is shown in allegory on the $50 bills. The $20 bills
received
Roy.
has
been
here
News
contain the transportation designs. The $10 bills représent a typical mining
One farmer of Clovis sold 4,000 bush
in
one
Neiman,
L.
Isaac
of
of
death
the
and agricultural scene, a harvest scene on one side and a modern factory
els of wheat to a party who buys for
'
v
Dawson
on
the
clerks
on
half.
of
operation
mail
the
other
the
export. The wheat was grown on 320
The $5 bills, which will be most often seen, contain an engraving of the
acres and the owner received over branch of the El Paso & Southwestern,
landing of Columbus, also of the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers on Plymouth
fifteen thousand dollars for the pro His death was due ta typhoid fever.
Zl.
Rock.
'
duct.
gold-plate-
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If You Trade With Me
We:tíi:Wb-':.-- ;and

vice-vers- a

Is Best For us Both

Your Groceries,
'

:

WCanned

Goods,

l.

The epidemic, of "Grip" still Alex Streit came up from Mosprevails and many people have quero last week to assist in makbeen rendered miserable by it ing the big shipment of cattle,
altho no really serious cases haye
Joe Ballard came in Saturday
developed.
and took a load of barbed wire
and lumber home with his other
Miss Wright, Primary teacher supplies.
in the Public Schools was seriously ill Sunday and unable to be F. E. Epps came in Saturday
with her class in Sunday School and remained' over Sunday the
or lead the Christian Endeavor guest of his daughter Elizabeth
Society. She managed to keep who remained in town rather
on the job at the school however than make the long ride home in
v
in spite of illness.
the cold.

Drygoods, Clot
king, Shoes, Coal,
tutu . 9nJ I CC
1

"V

V

Mrs. Marie Martin made application Saturday to make final
Proof on the homestead of her
mother, Mrs, Bumpass,as one of
the Heirs to the estate.

Joe Mitchell has received his
patent to his S20 acres and is
planning now to stock it up and
begin making it pay for itself.
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Learn my Prices.

A.
30E

D aVIS, Roy
)

(

te of
N.M.
'

toe

Eliseo Baca, the boy who sho
himself at Mosquero 'Dec. 6th
lived until the 12th when he died
at the Tucumcari Hospital.
Ben Brown of Mosvuero is re
The finest line of Christmas
Candy ever brought to Roy is ported seriously ill.
now on Display at,
Mrs, John Smith and little
THE PAIR VIEW PHARMACY
sons left Thursday for Little
Rock, Arkansas to spend the
Notice Cream Shippers
holidays with relatives.
Pays
Fred Brown
29 Gents
A. Forsman, and little son Otto
For Cream
of Lucille N. M. is visiting at the
Christmas Toys, Candies, and Leatherman home at Solano,
The finest line
Decorations.
ever shown in Roy. See them
ajid buy your presents early
while the Stock is Cempleté.
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY.

PERSONALS

ooooooooooooo

Roy Morris was down from
his claim with a load of wheat

Monday and a. caller at this office
on land business.

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coal $5.00
a ton.
G. M. Co.
Reece Reynolds went to Col

Mrs. C. W. B. Leatherman of fax Wednesday to look for work
Solano, has been the guest of for the winter. He has all his
her daughter, Miss Ethel and at farm work finished at home and
the Dr. Gibbs home this week. wants to be busy for the winter.
She is doing her Christmas shopping while in the city.
Roger Vaughan went ' to Tuc
umcari Wednesday to look for
Homer Holmes came up from work
Mosquero Saturday remaining
over Sunday. They had a break
down with the thresher trying
o thresh bnndle cane and he was
making repairs. They are having a good run and the grain being brought to market is in good
J:
condition.
i

3H

Mr. Beeth, Train Master on
this division of the
came up from Tucumcari Saturday to personally Superintend
the loading of the 60 cars of cat.
tie. The job was accomplished
without accident,

ta

C3.1n

candi:

An immense line
of Holiday Goods

!

In Addition to our Regular Stock

We Deal In

Everything You
FU
Ok
III
v v ant to ou v ur
--

m

Have to
Do Your Christmas Shopping at Our Store.
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If you
for ambition, I
might think it over, but you're
pushed me aside for that girl's twenty- seven years of prettlness," and she
pointed an accusing finger at the door
through which Katherlne Strickland
with her
had gone
her husband back!' No, sir!
pushed

e uovemor s
A Novelization of
J
L aQy Alice Bradley's Play
By GERTRUDE STEVENSON
Illustrations from Photographs of the Stage Production
Copyright.

1815.

(Publication Wgtu Beecirod) by PaTlfl Bolaaca.
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CHAPTER XI

Continued.

"I came out here today to remon-

Dan, you wanted me to go away, and
I will. I've made up my mind."
"But I don't want you to go away,"

me

aside

hand-in-han- d

sweetheart

"That's what you've done for twen
years of youth, for twenty- seven years of figure and eyes and
freshness and all the rest of It You
put me aside for a younger woman"
the very utterance almost lost Mary
her courage, but she kept on. "You
put me aside for a younger woman.
Now, no matter what you do, you
can't get me back!"
"Now, Mary," Slade begged, begin
ning to feel that he was losing everything worth while.
"I take off my ring," Mary con
tinued, ignoring his interruption.
"Now it's ended," she finished as
she laid the ring on the table.
Slade strode up to her In the man
ner which had kept her subdued all
the 30 years of their married life.
"You put that ring on again," he com
manded. "It's yours! You put that
ty-sev- en

Slade remonstrated. "We can arrange
everything right here and now. This
determination of yours is pretty sudden, isn't it?"
"Not as sudden as your change of
mind when you first came into this
good," he went on, appreciatively.
room today."
"Well, what's changed you?" Mary
"Well, where are you going?"
refused to be diverted by the subject
"Oh, I don't know," Mary replied,
of dinner at noon or the
indifferently. "What does become of
matter of pickles.
divorced women?"
ring on."
"You know I'm kind of glad to see
"Now, Mary, don't talk like that;
"No, sir! It's off for good." For
the place again, and you know, I it ain't natural from you." This time the first time Mary's attitude was one
like this stew," and he proceeded to Slade was doing the pleading. "You of stubborn temper. She was enjoy
busy himself with the matter of ea- can't go off alone like this."
ing complete mastery for the first
tinganything to gain time under
"Oh, can't I? I could a week ago, time' in her life. "Wild horses
Mary's merciless, persistent Question- or an hour ago. Why can't I now? I couldn't have got It off yesterday I
ing.
can't wait to pack my things."
thought it was part of my nature!
"Have a biscuit," suggested Mary,
Slade gazed at his wife in amaze- But now, now I'm going to ask you to
"and tell me why you came out ment If the patient rug on which go. ISve got work to do. I'm closing
here."
he had thoughtlessly trampled so long the house. I'm closing it for goo- dSlade looked longingly toward the had suddenly been transformed Into forever."
window, as if he expected to find an a snarling animal, Slade could not
Mary had said all she had to say.
inspiration lor a suitable answer have been any more surprised.
Now that her mind was made up, it
"Why, Mary, see here," he began, was characteristic of her to turn to
there.
"Why, the old rosebush out there then stopped. "Oh, h 1, what's the action. She
started hurriedly and
yet, holding the fort!" he exclaimed. use? You meet me half way In the noisily to clear up the table, scraping
"I must have a look at it," and leav--1 way I want to live, and you'd better the plates and piling them up ready
ing his dinner, he went over to the come home. We'll open the house in to carry into the kitchen.
town again, and we'll make the best
window.
"For God's sake, Mary, don't!" pro
Mary hurriedly refilled his plate of things. There!
We'll make the
tested Slade, too bewildered to know
with stew the moment his back was best of things."
what to do or say.
"How can we?" argued Mary. "If
turned.
"Go along," urged Mary, as she put
and behind the
"I declare!" He was still enthusing I was
sugar bowl In its place on the
the
' over the rosebush.
times and held you back a week ago,
"Quite a bush!"
sideboard.
He was beginning to feel more at why wouldn't I now? Try as hard as
"Mary, if you persist in this,v I'll
ease. He had the satisfied feeling I might, you said I couldn't help you go back and I'll smash that house in
that comes to every man when his I'm Just the Bame today as I was a town IH smash It to pieces," he
stomach is full. He felt very benign week ago. I haven't changed a bit threatened. "I'll sell it. I'll give it
toward Mary, even toward Katherlne I'm Just the plain little dud I always away break It up! That's what made
was. What's true Monday is true
and Hayes.
this trouble! You know that! TryWe can't get back to where all
Tuesday.
"I'll tell you what I am going to do,
ing to live up to that d d house.
'
Mary," he began.
"You like this we were once."
You
told me not to build it, and this
"You meet me half way and I'll do"
house always did. Well, you can
I get for it"
what
is
stay here. I won't oppose it There's my part." Dan had never known her
"Go back and smash It You've
nothing in the world you want I to be obstinate like this before. Usu smashed other things that hurt me
wouldn't give you nothing. Now, ally his slightest wish had been her worse."
what can I do for you? What can keenest desire.
"Mary, you're not going to turn me
"Dan, you wanted that divorce?" out of this house where we've lived
Mary shook her head and laughed The question was ominous, but Slade so long together?"
had to admit the point
quietly.
"You've turned yourself out Go,
"Well, you're going to get It!"
Mary's wrath gathered- - force
"Why, Mary!" Slade was distressed
now."
"But I don't want it now."
repeated
as
her command.
she
at having his patronizing advances
"You're going to have it, Dan
now, Mary "
come
"Ah,
treated in such a manner.
Slade," and Mary's mouth set like a
"Oh, Dan, Dan!" Mary laughed,
"You go," warned Mary, "before I
trap. "You're going to have It
mockingly, unable longer to conceal steel
something I'll regret." She was
say
I have to get it myself!"
4
her feelings. Slade realized in an In- if "What do you want
hearing what Slade was say
scarcely
a
divorce
with
stant that Mary knew everything.
now
ing
her ears were full ,of the
when I'm willing to give in?" stormed
things he had said to her in her own
"Well, I'll tell you one thing!" he Blade, losing his patience.
blurted out "I never cared a button
"How long have you been willing home, and that night in Senator
for that girl if that s what you to give in, Dan? What did you come Strickland's library.
"Mary!" The one word was. full of
meanl I swear I didn't!"
out here for?" She paused, but he
"Who said you did, Dan?" Mary's did not answer. "Youicame to force protest and a plea for forgiveness.
manner was fcrovokingly. calm.
"Go before I say it!". It was all
me out of this housed Don't tell me
Mary could do to speak quietly.
"I never did! I'm not that kind of Vou didn't, because I know. And
"Mary!" again the word spoke vol
a man, and you know it" he pro know, why you didn't do it ,You
ümes.
tested.
got
you
came in here and suddenly
"No use," she replied, as she picked
"Who's accusing you? I never men a look at that girl and me! And it
tioned her name. But Dan, she's very staggered you! For once, something up a pile of dishes. "You pushed me
young and very pretty, and I don't swept you off your feet! You knew aside for a younger woman, and now
blame you as long as you were going then that I'd found it all out You you go," and with both hands full of
to try another wife. You might as knew I knew everything. And now dishes she kicked the kitchen door
well have had one who was young you've been thrown over by that girl, open with an angry foot, and pro
and pretty."
She's thrown you over! Between the ceeded to busy herself at the sink.
"Mary! See here!" he called. There
vigorously.
Slade
two of us you're caught And tnats
no reply.
was
"I hope the next one you get will the real reason that you're not stand
walked absently, to the sugar
my
He
be Just as pretty, for your sake."
ing here shaking your finger in
a lump of sugar and
bowl
selected
get
next
a
to
going
to
"There isn't
be
face and telling me to go out
'
started to eat it brushing one hand
one," protested Slade, after the man out to go."
ner of all men.
Mary, stopped for breath, and with the other, and then, still absentnapkin
within
ignored
the
"Oh, yes there Is; you've got the walked up and down the room before minded,
idea now. The mere fact that you she proceeded with her bitter denun easy reach and wiped his fingers down
the front of his coat. It was the old
missed this time will keep you at it1 ciation.
"I've got enough." Slade saw that
"And the worst of It Is that after Dan Slade, a reversion to type.
Then he quietly picked up his hat
frankness was, the only way out of the girl's gone you actually ask me
back-jgloves and coat Mary heard
ust
and
yer
to
to
going
takeyer
a
to make devilish
it. "I'm not
back
take
fool of myself again-as they all do. It's another, man him going, and came back into the
room.
"Don't let your coffee get cold" re 'come home to mother.' Well, here
"Dan." she said ' as she 6tretched
minded Mary, tantalizingly.
"Now, one woman that's not going to 'take

strate with you for living in this
house," Slade blurted out, after a
pause, "but I've sort of changed
my mind," and' he reached for the
pickle jar. "These picklea fairly
make my mouth water. They're very

,

.

.

I"

pooh-poohe- d

"

i

out her hand to him. "I cant haU
you I Just can't We're going to say
good-b- y
like two old friends." He
took her hand, eagerly and held It
After a moment she. pulled it away
and resumed picking up the dinner
things. ' Blade looked at her longingly
for a moment then quietly opened
the door and was gone.
CHAPTER XII.
New York was knee deep in a bli
zard that had been raging all day.
Sleet and snow swept and eddied in
blustering gales at every street corner. Tail cabs and motors plowed
their way along, their occupants bundled up to their' eyes in wraps and
furs. The few pedestrians breasting
the bitter east wind felt the cold to
their very marrow.
One woman struggled bravely to
keep her umbrella up until 6he came
to the bright lights of a cheap restaurant where, out of breath and
covered with snow, she closed the
unwieldy and inadequate protection
and went in. In her long fur coat
and her trim hat covered by a soft
gray veil, she seemed out of place as
she made her way to an empty table.
All around her were shabby figures,
chorus girls having Borne toast and
cocoa after the show, a pair of
chauffeurs, and all the other
typical patrons of the griddle-cak- e
(

red-face- d

restaurant.
Laying aside her wraps and putting
her umbrella against the table, mind
ful of the numerous signs which betrayed the fact that the management ,
was not responsible for lost articles,
she ordered a cup of coffee and some
crackers and milk.
"Talk about your western blla-zards!" exclaimed one of the chauf
feurs. "If this Is a sample of your
eastern weather I'll stick to my Job
with Governor Slade and you can
keep your job with Governor Sulser."
"Why didn't you go into the hall
and listen to your boss talk?" asked
his companion.
"Say, did you ever hear the same
speech over and over? It'B a great
speech, but .hearing it ever since we
left home " the pause was signifi

cant

"Do you go everywhere with your

boss?"
"You bet," answered the other, "but
this Is the first time we've been

East"

"Say, they call your old man the

'di-

vorced' governor, dont they?" queried
Sulzer's man.
"Yep."
Slade's chauffeur lapsed
monosyllabic.
"Great note a man runnin for office and being divorced at the same
time," came the comment "But he
got elected Just the same. Governor
Sulzer said he was all right when he
put 6ur car at his disposal."
"But you noticed my old man want?
ed me on the box, too?" chuckled the
other. "When I'm not drivln' I'm
along jest the same."
"What do you do?"
"Oh, answer questions mostly. He's
a great responsibility a governor is
I have to keep my eye on him."
"Why? Did they ever try to assassinate him?"
"Nope!
Nearest they came to it
was takln' him through Central park
on your New York city pavements.
But they did present him with a baby
catamount In Carson City. I had to
receive it."
"What did Mrs. Slade do?" Sulzer's
man was patently more interested In
the divorce than any other matter
connected with Governor Slade. "Was
she a
"Naw," came the disgusted reply.
; "Well, what'd he do then that they
"
got divorced.
"Say, are you looking for trouble?
Where I come from they don't criticize my old man. He runs things out
there. I've had enough of this 'divorced governor business. I don't
know whose fault it is. She wanted
it and he didn't, and she got it! When
a woman knows .what she wants,"
and he banged his fist down on the
table, "she's going to get it! Now,
shut up and have another cup of
high-stepper-

;

coffee."
'

'
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Fra.qk B. Tugh received his
final receipt on his claim Monday
and left Tuesday for his old home
at McGhee, Tennessee.
He
rented his claim to M. M. Ferris
for a time and promises to be
back next year. We are going to
miss Frank but will try to keep
him1 from missing us by .sending
the
regularly to him.
.

For Justice of the
Peace

m

lin

10 Great

I

S--

I am a candidate for
to the office of J ustice "of the
Peace for Precinct No. 22, Mora
County, at the regular election
to be held the first Monday in
January. It will be my ambition to render impartial Justice
in the future as I have endeavored to do in the past an& I ask
your support if you believe I am
the rfghfc man for the office.
P. EL Foster.

4

Re-Elec-ti-

John Wire went to the country
last week vowing he would stay
in till his cold was better. He
reiurned Tuesday and is working
again.

fcw

i

Farmers are busy these days.
If they are not getting in their
crops they are hauling wood from
the canyons or coal from town
and preparing against the storms
that are likely to overtake us any
Miss Aurelia Trujillo, editor of day and suspend activities.
-

--

'ky

i

the Mosquero Sun, was in Roy
R. W. Boulvvare made proof
Saturday, the guest of Mrs,
on his claim Monday. He has
Burleson.
been here seven years and has
his land under a high state of
Roy is to have a new Photograph Gallery. A man is here cultivation, and has made good as
a homesteader and he knows' a
with his outfit now looking for a
lot that none of us knew when
iocaticn.
we came here.'

I

of life and action, filled with the

.
.
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by 250 short stories of adventure, I
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Better Than Ever in 1915
A

Then the Family-- Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
DóC!?í s A? vice' nd " a ton of f
Articles of
bcience, Education. From the best minds to the best
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
in rne nome. i nere is no age
CUT THIS OUT
limit to enthusiasm for The
and send it (or name of this paper)
Youth's Companion.
with $2.00 for The

Trlllft'

for

1915,

COMPANION

and we will send

52 Times a Year

FREE teL"r?iraEc.M"
remaining

not 12.

week of 1914.

FREE J.E

COMPANION HOME
CALENDAR for 1915.

Weekly braes of
THEN IK52
THE COMPANION for 1915.

Send

to-da-

to The Youth's
Boston, Mass., for

y

Com-panio- n,

THREE CURRENT ISSUES FREE

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

'

0. H. Kerns has resigned from
his position as Ware-hous- e
man
for the Ploersheim Mercantile
taking effect at once. 'Mr.
Kerns has been on the job a long
time and many friends hope he
will decide to remain Here.
Co.

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coa'. $5.00
a ton.
G. M. Co.

Three fine cars of coal were
received this week by our three
Fred Brown is getting his feed leading stores and we are safe
hauled in from the fields and from the possibility of a coal
building a mountain of it in the f amime for a while at least.
corre! near his hóme. There is
more feed in town now than was
Dr. S. Locke met with all sorts
ever , seen here before at one of trouble on his way from
time.
Springer last week, Hegothung
up in that nasty little mudhole in
Roger B. Vaughan, .who has the Sais creek and broke an axle
for years been an employe of the in his auto, He was two days
Bell Ranch called .Tuesday to late getting here and had a long
settle his subscription Acct. and line of custom waiting' him. He
stop his paper. Henas resigned remained a day longer than
his position with the Bell Ranch scheduled to catch up with his
people and is looking for a posi work..
,

Trivia! Consideration.
"I hear ihe operation lardy
performed by Doctor (Jutem vs &
botch." Friend "Why, I understood
the patient was completely cured by
it." Doctor (loftily) "I am not speaking of its effect on the patient, but. of
fine way the operation was performed. "
Doctor

'

"

..

.

tion elsewhere.
A nice line of Local Photo,

graph Post cards at,
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY- v- -

The

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING HERALD

S--

A.

force monageel to so

arrange their work that they
were enabled to attend the Lecture !by Rev. Russel at the
Schools Frtday. It was wellf
worth the effort too.
'

.

the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.

Newa of New Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special Corre-

spondents.

'

-

Daily Stock Market Quotations, Including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
'
Hay and Grain.
FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE.
ALL THE NEWS THE DAY IT HAPPENS
ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service "places the REGULAR EDITION of th
Albuquerque Evening Herald in most parts of th state ahead of
every other daily paper.
-

by McClure

Eradicate.)

PLATES

THE EVENING HERALD
ALBUQUERQUE,

50 Cents per Month

Remarkable, Indeed.
"Strange things, dreams are," said J.
Fuller Gloom. "Every time I eat horseradish I have a nightmare." Kansaa
City Star. .
Once and for All.
A red flannel undershirt

will nut
prevent rheumatism, declares a promij
L. P. Beck and family of Mos- nent physician, thereby putting this
quero we'Te in town Monday and venerable garment in the same cateTuesday of this weel$ marketing gory with the sock that won't cure
a sore throat and the leather wristlet
a load of wheat and arranging to that won't keep the arm from tiring
market a lot more of his crop. while digging a ditch. Louisville
,

Mr. Beck has made good this
season and will prove up on his
claim soon, He has a very interesting family of little chaps. He
will read the

S--

Times.

i

YEARS"

experience;

iii future for

the news.

'

.

i
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(Copyright,

I

READ THE

News of

mi

NEW MEXICO.

-

$5.00 per Year

Henry

Mitchell
delivered
in
town'
Tuesday. He
wheat
came riding in in his shirt sleeves as if it wasn't freezing weath
er.
And No Heart for the Job.
The man who is his own worst
enemy has a fool to overcome. Bos
ton Transcript.
i

21
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Designs

Copyrights Ac

Anyone sending a sketch and descrtptlnn ms)
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether at
invention Is probably patentable. Communic
Hons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent
sent free. Oldest agency f or secmrlngpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. recelvl
ipeeUU notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
Illustrated weekly. Lawest clp
culatlon of any scientific Journal. Terms, t3l
year; four months, fl. Sold by all newsdealers.
A handsomely

filUNN

Co.36,Broadwa'- - New Yorfc
F 8t Washington. D. .

Branofc Office. 625
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oniy ir we xorget ior wnom we pay this, algo, not because the time or oo
money out ami whose money it is we caslon specially calls for such measpay.
ures, but because it should be our
These are large and general stand constant policy tq make these proviards, but they are not very difficult of sions for our national peace and safeEurope Will Need Our Help, Says President in Message to Co'
application to particular cases.
ty.
The National Defense.
More than this carries with it a rengressShips Our Greatest Need New Tasks and DuThe other topic I shall take leave to versal of the whole history and charties Imposed on United States by the War.
mention goes deeper into, the princi- acter of our polity. More than this,
ples of our national life and policy.
proposed at this time, permit me to
subject
of national defense. say, would mean merely that we had
It is the
Washington, Dec. 8. The necessity
I have come to ask you to remedy
that we had
cannot
be
It
discussed without first lost our
for legislation to prodvide for trans and correct these mistakes and omisoff our balance by a war
answering
very
some
ques
searching
thrown
been
portation of our commerce by sea was sions. The time and the circumwith which we have nothing to do,
strongly urged by President Wilson In stances are extraordinary, and bo tions.
quarters
causes cannot touch us, whose
some
is
in
It
whose
said
we
that
his nessago to congress today. The must our efforts be also.
affords us opportunvery
prepared
not
war.
existence
are
for
What
is
president pointed out that the markets
Use and Conservation.
meant by being prepared? Is it meant ities of friendship and disinterested
of the greater part of the world are
that we are not ready upon brief no- service which should make as
Fortunately,
two
great
measures,
empty and that ours is tho duty to sup
put a nation in the field, a na- ashamed of any thought of hostility
ply the needs not only of the coun- finely conceived, the one to unlock, tice to
men
tion
to arms? Of or , fearful preparation for trouble.
tries of Europe, but also of the coun- with proper safeguards, the resources courseofwe are trained
ready
not
This is assuredly the opportunity for'
tries which hitherto have looked to of the national domain, the other to and we shall never be into do that;
which c. people and a government like
of
time
Europe for their supplies. The mes encourage the use of the navigable
peace
long
were raised up, the opportunity
preswe
so
as
ours
our
retain
waters outside that domain for .the
sage in part follows:
only
ent
to speak but actually to empolitical
principles,
not
instituand
power,
have already
The session upon which you are now generation of
tions. And ..liat is it that it is sug- body and exemplify the counsels of
entering will be the closing session of passed the house of representatives gested we should be prepared to do? peace and amity and the lasting conready
and
are
for immediate considercongress, a congress, I
the' Sixty-thirTo defend ourselves against attack? cord which is based on justice and fair
venture to say, which will long be re ation and action by the senate. With We have always found means to do and generous dealing. ,
membered for the great body oIL the deepest earnestness I urge their that, and shall find them whenever it
Ships Our Natural Bulwarks.
thoughtful and constructive work prompt passage.
is necessary without calling our peoAnd
powerful navy we have always
A
Is
great
piece
there another
of ple
which it has done, in loyal response
away from their necessary tasks regarded
legislation
as our proper and natural
which
awaits
should
and
to the thought and needs of the counto render compulsory military service
defense; and it has always
means
of
receive
sanction,
of
senate:
the
the
try.
in times of peace.
of
defense
been
that we have thought,
mean
I
bill
gives
which
larger
the
a
While we have worked at our tasks
Fear No Nation.
aggression
of
never
or of conquest
peo
measure
to
of
the
of peace the circumstances of the
We are at peace with Al the world. But who .shall tell us now what sort
I
ple
Philippines.
cannot
of
believe
the
"whole age have been altered by war.
No one who speaks counsel based of navy to build? We shall take leave
What we have done for our own land that the senate will let this great on fact or drawn from a just
and to be strong upon the seas, in the
and our own people we did with the measure of constructive justice await candid interpretation
of
realities
best that was in us, whether of char- the action of another congress. Its can say that there is reason for fear future as in the past; and there will
of offense or of provoacter or of intelligence, with sober passage would nobly crown the record that from any quarter our indepen- be no thought
in
Our shins ta nnr
that.
cation
of
these two years of memorable laenthusiasm and a confidence In the
dence or the integrity of our territory natural bulwarks. When will the exbor.
principles upon which we were acting
Is threatened.
Dread of the power perts tell us just what kind we should
An Important Duty.
which sustained us at every step of
any
we are incapable construct and when will, they be
of
other
nation
'the. difficult undertaking; but it Is But I think that you will agree of. We are not Jealous of rivalry in right for ten
years together, if the
done. It has passed from our bands. with me that thisvdoes not complete the fields of commerce or of any other
efficiency of craft of differrelative
the
toll
duty.
our
of
How
to
we
are
We face new tasks, have been facing
peaceful achievement We mead to ent kinds and uses continues to
them these six months, must face them carry our goods to the empty markets live our lives as we will; but we mean change
as we have seen it change
In the months to come face them of which I have spoken if we have also to let live. We are, indeed, a
very oyes in these last
our
under
without partisan feeling, like men not the certain and constant means true friend to all the nations of the
few
months?
of
transportation upon which all profitwho have forgotten everything but a
world, because we theraten none,
But I turn away from the subject.
common duty and the fact that we are able and useful commerce depends? covet the possessions of none, desire
is not new. There is no new need
It
And
how
we
get
to
are
the ships if
representatives of a great people
overthrow
the
none.
Our friend- to discuss it. Let there be no miscon '
of
we
wait
withfor
develop
the trade to
whose thought Is not of us but of what
'
ship can be accepted and is accepted ception.f. The country has been
;
'
America owes to herself and to all out them?
We have not been negligent
The routes of trade must be actually without reservation, because it is ofmankind in such circumstances as
spirit
a
in
fered
purpose
a
and
for
of
national
defense. We are not un
these upon which we look amazed and opened by many ships and regular which no one need ever question or mindful of the great responsibility
sailings and moderate charges before
anxious.
streams of merchandise will flow free- suspect. Therein lies our greatness resting upon us. We shall learn and
We are the chamnlons of neace and profit by the lesson of every experiEurope Will Need Our Help.
ly and profitably through them.
of concord. And we should be very
ence and every new circumstances?
War has interrupted the means of
Must Opjen Gates of Trade.
Jealous of this distinction which we and what is needed will be adequately
trade not only but also the processes, Hence the pending shipping bill, have sought to
earn. Just now we done.
r
of production. In Europe it is destroy- discussed at the last session, but as
should
it,
particularly
jealous
of
be
Great Duties of Peace.
ing men and resources wholesale and yet passed by neither house. In my
upon a scale unprecedented and ap- judgment such legislation is Impera- because it is our dearest present hope
close, as I began, by reminding
I
palling. Theré is reason to fear that tively needed and cannot wisely be that this character and reputation you of the great tasks and duties of
may
in God's providence, peace
the time is near, If it be not already postponed. The government must bring presently,
which challenge our best powers
us
to counsel
opportunity
an
at hand, when several of the coun- open these gates of trade. I very earn- and obtain peace
and invite us to build what will last,
in the world and the tasks to which we can
tries of Europe will find It difficult to estly hope that the congress will adopt
address
reconciliation
and a healing settle- ourselves now and
do for their f,people what they have this exceedingly important bill.
at
all
times
the
ment of many a matter that has cooled
hitherto been always easily able to do,
zest and with all the finest
The great subject of rural credits and interrupted the friendship of
many essential and fundamental still remains to be dealt with, and
gifts of constructive wisdom we posthings. At any rate they will need our it is á matter of deep regret that the nations. This is the time above all sess. To develop our Ufe and our reand re sources; to
help and our manifold services as they difficulties pf the subject have seemed others that we should wish self-posupply our own people, and
solve to keep our strength by
have never needed them before; and to render it impossible to complete
the people of the world as their need
we should be ready, more fit and a bill for passage at this session. But session, our influence by preserving arises, from the abundant plenty of
our ancient principles of action.
ready than we have ever been.
our fields and our marts of trade; to
it cannot be perfected yet.
Ready for Defense.
enrich the commerce of our own states
If is of equal consequence that the
Economy Is Urged.
From the first we have had a clear and of the
nations whom Europe has usually supworld with the products of
Before I close, may I' say a few and settled policy with regard to our mines, our farms,
plied with innumerable articles of
and our facupon two topics, much dis military establishments. We never
tories, with the creations of our
manufacture and commerce can now words
our thought
get only a small part of what they cussed out of doors, upon which it Is have had, and while we retainnever
and the fruits of our charahighly important that our Judgments present principles and ideals we
formerly imported and eagerly look
is what will hold our attencterthis
army.
to us to supply their all but empty should be clear, definite and steadfast, shall have, a large standing
tion and our enthusiar-steadily, now
One
economy in govern- If asked, are you ready to defend
and in the years to come, as we strive
markets. Here are markets which we ment of these is
yourselves? We reply, most assured- to show in
expenditures.
must supply, and we must find the
our life as a nation what
economy we ought to ly,: to the utmost; and yet we shall
The
sort
of
liberty and the inspirations of an
means of action.
practice may be effected, and ought to not turn America lato a 'military emancipated
spirit may do for mea:
We Need Ships.
be effected, by a careful study and camp. ' We must depend in every time and for societies,
for
It is a very practical matter, a mat- assessment 01 tne tasxs to be per of national peril, in the future as in states, and for mankind.individuals, for
ter of ways and means. We have the formed; and the money spent ought the past, not upon a standing army,
resources, but are we fully ready to to be made to yield the best possible nor yet upon a reserve army, but upon Oliver Howard to Malos Confession.
use them? And if we can made ready returns in efficiency and achievement a citizenry trained and accustomed
Walsenburg. Albert Pagel and Sam-- '
what we have, have we the means at And, like good stewards, we should to arms. It will be right enough, right uel F. Mortimore, privates in Troop. FJ
hand to distribute it? We are not fully so account for every dollar of our ap- American policy, based upon our ac- United States infantry, are in Jail at
ready; neither have we the means of propriations as to make it perfectly customed principles and practices, to Walsenburg and charged with being
distribution. We are willing, but we evident what it was spent for and in provide a system by which every accessories in the theft of $15,000 in
are not fully able. We have the wish what way it was spent.
citizen who will volunteer for currency from two registered mall
to serve and to serve greatly, generIt is not expenditure but extrava- the training may be made familiar packages. ; Oliver Howard, a member
ously; but we are not prepared as we gance that we should fear being criti- with the use of mrdern arms, the rudi- of the same troop, has made a full conshould be. We are not ready to mo- cized for; not paying for the legiti- ments of drill and maneuver, and the fession. The confession of Howard
bilize bur resources at once. We are mate enterprises and undertakings of maintenance and sanitation of camps. implicates Privates Pagel and Mortinot prepared to use them immediately a great government whose people We should encourage such training more and gives full details as to how
and at their best, without delay and command what it should do, but add- and make it a means of discipline the three' men planned the robbery
ing what will benefit only a few or which our young men will learn to after Howard had seen Assistant Postwithout waste.
The National Guard of the master Peter Atencio deposit the reg
To speak plainly we have grossly pouring money out for what need not value.
have
and istered letter packages in the unlocked
might
been
undertaken
states
at
or
should be developed
all
erred in the way In which we have
postponed
have
which
been
every
by
or
strengthened
means
is drawer of the postoffice the night of
and
better
etunted and hindered the development
of our merchant marine. And now, more economically conceived and car- not inconsistent )with our obligations the robbery. In spite of the confession
when we need ship3, we have not got ried out. The nation is not aiggardly; to our own people or with the estab- of Howard, the authorities have not re
it is very generous. It will chide us I lished policy of our government. And eovarad uM of tha ramnow
them.
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the gift after all? The spirit is
thingand does not this silly picthe
DAY
ture or cushion, so unbecoming to the
parlor, mean that the friend or sister

SOMETHING

of

TRUE SPIRIT OF

Christmas Giving Should Ee
Prompted by the Heart.
the Orthodox Sense Not
Necessary to Appreciate Finer
Qualities of Great Christian
Holiday.

Religion

In

8TANDISH.

By PRUDENCE

TINCB more the Chrlstmastiae
I and Its beautiful meaning Is
Wlin me wuriu. aaut ww
watching their
Bhepherds,
flop.ka by night are sore
afraid ' at the glory "which shines about
them. Clothed In blinding light, the
angel speaks; the heavenly host that

iJ

crowds suddenly about him sing of
glory in the highest and peace and
good will. The wise men who have
seen his star in the East, kneel and
spread their gifts of gold and myrrh
and frankincense without question.
The miracle of 2,000 years ago Is
still new and glad and lovely, for,
lo! In all Christendom bells peal and
sweet choirs sing the message given
by the blinding angel and the crowd
ing host:
"For behold I bring you tidings of
great Joy which shall be to all people.
Glory to God in the highest, .and on
earth peace, good will toward men.
This Is the message of the Christ- mastlde, yet the bigger half of Chris
tendom makes the period the pagan
festival it once was at the time of
the winter solstice. We give gifts,
for sake of the gods of custom and
merriment, forgetting entirely that
they are for eakd of the great spiritual
Joy "which shall be to all people.'
The gold and myrrh and frankincense
of the heart are withheld we give
gifts because we've got to, and keep
our hearts as much closed tc the
Christmas child as was the inn. We
have our own selfish ends to gain, the
rich patron to cater to, the friend to
appease. We heap little children with
dazzling toys, and light the starry
lamps of their fir trees because It is
the fashion, and we do our small
Christmas .charities because It would
seem mean not to do them.
We have forgotten the Joyous and
sublime meaning of Christmas. One
does not need to be religious In the
orthodox sense to appreciate the finer
quality of this great festival, for what
Is known as Christian feeling has
come to be a moral obligation at this
time a point of etiquette, in truth,
for the heart and mind.
In point of mere etiquette what
the1 social world thinks on the subject of Christmas gift giving it Is
thought bad taste for a person of modest means to give presents of value
to others of wealth and influence, for
this savors too much like currying to
continued favor if the giver is already
under obligations. But some knowledge of the helpful friend's existence
Is necessary, and this may take the
form of a pretty Christmas card with
an appropriate greeting; or a knot of
flowers or winter berries may be sent
with a note expressing warm Christmas wishes.
That the servant who has given her
bodily strength and heart's best Interest to the home must not be forgotten, ' goes without saying; but it is
certainly bad form to make the poor
servitor's gift an Inexpensive trifle
when something better can be afford,

ed.

Then what a woeful want of taste
It shows for us to defer buying a
friend's or sister's present until we
have found out what she means to
give us, and so make the exchange a
quid pro quo. The gift that goes to
friend or relative is above all one for
love, and It is undoubtedly better
taste for the recipient of the simpler
gift in the exchange to appear as
pleased as If she had received something ten times Its value.
Bat, then, what matters the nature

has thought of us?
As for the little children, so much
are their feelings painfully strained
at this time that I would like to write
a book on the subject. I beg every
mother not to threaten the poor little
heart that misbehaves sometimes with
the eternal word that "Santa Claus
won't come if you do that any more."
The dear kiddle who forgets to be
good knows better after a year or two
of this harrowing, threat, which makes
you out a story teller. Meanwhile,
there is the little heart staying awake
at night with its dreadful anxieties;
there are the sudden storms of bitter
tears, with all the glory of Christmas
sunk in the bottomless pit of absolute
sureness that Santy dear, abused,
good old fat gentleman won't come.
We remember the poor and drop a
few pennies gladly for the blind

aong oí me
ChristmasTreé
By Gene Morgan

The seasons come, the seasons go,
But I am green forever.

at

my feet,

The shadows always spreading.
Near by there runs a forest path '
Where watchful deer are treading.

The summer passes all too soon.
And autumn winds are chilly.
Poor flowers, they wither, droop and die
Amid the woodland hilly.

.

ifcmta dllatts
Q A face wreathed in smiles is

better than a mansion wreathed
in holly,
j
J Better broken toy than broken
hearts.
I Never look a gift object in the
price tag,
1 Santa Claus by any other name

would cost as much

and be,

Worth it.
q Do not be satisfied with wishing
people a "Merry Christmas; ' help

make it one.
J Lots of men put on long white
whiskers and think they look like
me when they look more like a
goat and perhaps they are.
q If Willie wants to see what is
inside the drum, for goodness
sake let him.
3 You are living In God's own
country. What more do you want
for Christmas.
T It Is a wise Santa who keeps his
whiskers away from the candles.
J Keep up the "Good will to man"
part of it right through until next
Christmas.
It is more blessed to give than
to receive, except in the matter of
offense.
q Fortunately for most of us, we
won't get what we deserve on
Christmas.
T When Christmas givlngbecomes
a necessity it ceases to be a virtue.
J There is more joy in heaven
over a ton of coal given to the poor
than a ton of diamonds given to
the rich.

it

VI

supply, we will gladly
UHlftt Ynn. fllnQt.rAt.Mt
folder on reddest.

And six feet of bathtub makes most
of us equal.

If you wish beautiful, clear white
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.
It All Djepends.
"I see by the papers," remarked Miss
Gidygurl, "that pugilists fight in a ring.
What kind of a ring is it?"
"For sparring an engagement ring is
used," explained the old bachelor,
"but when it is to be a fight to a finish a wedding ring is used, I believe."
Caught.
"What a pretty hat Mrs. Pinkey
wore this evening."
.
"Did you like it, dear?"
'
"Yes, it was very becoming. Why
don't you get hats like that?"
"You mustn'f blame me If I laugh,
John. The hat you like Is my hat.
Mrs. Pinkey borrowed it this evening.
It's the $30 hat you called a fright."

But, why do we do it why? It is
because a wide, sweet star has stopped
over a stable in the far East, because
the church choirs are singing of
peace on earth and good will toward
men.
So let us never lose sight of that
fact with our gifts, whether our hands
tender or receive them; for the heart
closed to the deeper significance of
Christmas may truly be likened to
the inn that held no room. Let us
send with each gift some of the
heart's true gold and frankincense
bind it with the cord of some memory
of Bethlehem. Let us receive each
and every one of our gifts as tidings
of great joy.
Origin of Christmas Tree.
The Christmas tree is supposed by
great numbers of people to have orig
inated in Germany, but from a re
liable source we learn that the Christ
mas tree came in the first instance
from Egypt, and its origin dates from
a period much earlier than the Christian era. The palm tree is known
to put forth a branch every month,
and a spray of .this tree with 12
shoots on It was Used in Egypt at the
time of the winter solstice as a sym
bol of the completed year.

j

m Sold at the best stores
most TerrvhnrM. If
your dealer cannot

li. E. W ATEKMAN COMPA NT
178 Broadway
New York

I come from northern forest lands
Where men would tarry never.
The flowers of spring bloom

i

USEFUL FOR XMAS

His Bones Gave Way.

Eighteen hours under 25 feet of
stone and dirt proved too much for
the bones of William Chapman of
Wheat Sheaf, Pa., the other day. Chapman was caught near the bottom of
the well he was cleaning out on his
place, when the walls collapsed when
he started to climb out. The Btones
arched over his head and held back
the dirt He was able to talk with
his rescuers through the pump log.
He conversed with his wife and children through the tube, but when the
last earth was taken from his head
and the men started pumping oxygen
into his lungs, he collapsed. It was
found his bones had given way under
the strain.
MESMERIZED
A Poisonous Drug Still Freely Used.

Many people are brought up to believe that coffee is a necessity of life,
IL
''.Vi
and the strong hold that the drug,
From every branch, sad tears I drip
caffeine, in coffee has on the system makes it hard to loosen its grip
The flowers may come, the flowers may
even when one realizes its injurious
effects.
But I am green forever.
A lady writes: "I had used coffee
Now hark! the woodman's ax Is heard!
years; it seemed one of the nefor
A sister tree he's felling.
cessities of life. A few months ago
What can this cruel destruction mean?
The winter wind is telling:
my health, which had been slowly failing,
became more Impaired, and I
"Do not bemoan thy mournful fate,
knew that unless relief came from
Tho' axmen wield with madness.
Bedecked In tinsel, bright and fine,
some source I would soon be a physiYou'll soon bring children gladness.
cal wreck.
"I was weak and nervous, had sick
"Thou canst not die, although thy trunk,
headaches, no ambition, and felt tired
Harsh hatchet blows may sever.
Within the little children's hearts
of life. My husband was also losing
Thou wilt be green forever!"
his health. He was troubled so much
with indigestion that at times he could
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
eat only a few mouthfuls.
"Finally we saw Postum advertised
To ask a girl if you may kjss her and bought a package. I followed dibefore doing it is an insulting way rections for making carefully, and
of laying all the responsibility on added cream, whih turned it to the
her.
loveliest
and tasting
drink I ever saw served at any table,
In a man's opinion a kiss is an end and we have used Postum ever since.
that Justifies any means.
"I gained five pounds in. weight in
,.
as many weeks, and now feel well
My
You needn't be afraid of a mere and strong" In every respect.
kiss. Thousands are exchanged daily headaches have gone, and I am a new
by people of the highest reputation.
woman. My husband's indigestion
has left him, and he can now eat
'
'
The kissed girl fears no mistletoe, anything."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
A kiss is as good as a smile and Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
a good deal better, too!
Wellville," In pkgs.
Postum comes In two forms:
Regular Postum must be : well
The ideal kiss is the kiss that is
never given.
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum is a soluble powA kiss too soon may be a full stop der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
In the tale of love.
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage Instantly. 30c' and 50c tins.
SEASONABLE PRICES.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
Now doth the Christmas shopper
With happiness elate,
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
Buy something that was forty-ninby Grocers.
ninety-eight.
up
to
Marked
"
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Edward Pendelton is agaia in school
having recovered from an attact of
tonslitis
John Nutter has been absent the past
week on account of sickness, we cer
tainly mjss John for he is one of the
faithful ones; having been neither tar-dnor absent since school opened. '
v

School

Bo.-.r- d

Chm.
Sec.
The third grade pupils have written
member. to Santa Claus the past week, telling
Prin. him how near perfect they have been!
Russell
the past year. And aiding him by
C.L. Russell 7th and 8th Grade.
making a few suggestions as to what
Shirley. Nuttter 5th and 6th.
would be proper for him to put in their
3rd and 4th.
Grace Collins
stockings,
Blanche Kitchell
1st Primary and 2nd Grade.
Mary Spickert is obliged to remain
Primary at home, suffering from an. attact of
Buelah Wright
Music; tonslitis.
May Gough

Mr. J. Floershiem
Mr. 0. H. Kerns
Mr. F. A. Roy

J. E.
Mrs.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

The followiQg is a report of the
rollment from the different rooms
9th and 10th grade
7th and 8th- grade
5th and 6th gradr
3rd and 4th grade
1st Primary and 2nd
-

Primary
Total

,

Several pupils from the Third and
grades are absent because of
sicknees.
12. -Carpenters will take charge again
25.
next week and get the assemblv room
22.
in shape for the Christmas tree.

en. Fourth

37.
47.
63.
206.

Jacob Floershiem visited all the
rooms Tuesday.! That is the best way
Mr.

to find out what is being done.

JOURNAL OF EDUCATION
There are some very old fashioned
notions about ;hild ti ain irgthat even
the most modern school? of thought
h ave not entirely obliterated. It has
to o with that old saying, "Children should be seen, not heard."
If more of this was in practice the
forward impudent sassy little miss or
smart, bullying, braggart of a boy,
that we meet up with all too often'
,

BARGAIN!
2.000 acres of the richest
alaflfa land in the world, two
miles from city. 1,000 acres
under irrigation, all under a
5 foot hog tight fence. 10 "oom
house, good well of water,
large alfalfa barn, horse and
cow stables. A modern farm
throughout. $200,000 Cash.
Write or see John Brockman,
The Land Man.
Phone 447.
Roy, New Mex.
'

A

.

disappear.
The Piano having been ordered, we
are awating its arrival impatiently.
would

Nellie Goodman had a severe attack constitutes one? Any organized play
with something to be won or attained
Tonslitis last week.
at the end may be called a game.
Snowing again Monday and several
The basjc element is rivalry through
late as a result.
skill, knowledge or strength.
See that the meutal aud physical
The Primary Folks.
is proportioned.
exercise
Two more new pupils for the PrimTo
play
is a childs freedom. Do
namely
ary room
not
the
prison factor , of keeping
let
Sisilia Gallegos
care of the clothes enter!, Pla is of
'" Clarita Gallegos.
more importance in a child's mine1 than
.This makes an enrollmentHixty-tbre- e
looks.
Clarence Armor
Earnest Maestre
We have a list with something over
Frank Cisco
sixty dollars promised for the Xmas.
Darfora Sissor
.

tee.

Saladon Salason

.

Some of the teachers are having
teeth extracted and some are having
them repaired: The students do not
whether th?re are better-tim- es
Every time we get somothing real nice coming or not.
for our Christmas program, some one
Aliene Boulware is out of school this
finds it out and the big folks want it week.
for the big tree. Hensewehave decid
We are busy with our Xmas. sorigs
ed to havejut a little Cnristmas party
...
this
week.
all for selves- so the Mammas and papas
will hvae to hang up their stockings
THE ROAD HOME.
for the gifts Santa's "Little Helpers"
It's just a common country road,
are making.
Leading, who cares where?
An old rail fence crawls by its side,
The Latin class is beginning the conFallen here aud there.
jugation of the verb.
A purple thistle stands as guard,
The basket ball people are very hapLest strangers venture nigh;
py, because the School Board have giv
them
to
use
A
the
bursting milkweed sends out ships
en their permission for
That lazily drift by.
Assembly Hall to play in. This of co"
y
urse will mean extra' work of moving
v
A meadow lark calls plaintively,
seats, screening windows etc. but they
Hid by the tall green grass;
are willing to do the work to get so
A saacy sparrow cocks his head
me place to play indoors.
To watch me as I pass.
. The girls have already ordered suits
Why is it that I praise this road
and shoes and hopa to have sorae inThat looks just like the rest?
teresting games during the year.
-- Because it is the road to. "Home";
"That is why I love it best.,
The 5th and 6th Grades are working
hard to make a good class average, so
u
here they won't have to take the
this month

Have withdrawn - their parents
moved from our town;

qav-in- g

,

,

"

--

'

'

.
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exam-inatio-

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

SOME ECONOMY.
' 'I had to let my girl go. She was too

The Domestic Art girls are helping
Santa Clause this week by making
Capital.surplus.and profits 250.000.00 "As to how'
stockings. This is such a busy time
Interest paid on time deposits
'I ask her to wash a few socks and for Santa Claus, so many, stockings to
president. she boiled them .with the potatoes.
Sylvan Floersheim
made and filled shat the girls decided
vice
President.
Chester Scott
If you cant smile dont go in, is a motto be
to help him
cashier. that should be over every school room
Raymond Hutchison
Asst. cashier. door. If parents knew how a look and a
Archie Davis
Dorothy Gibbs is sick again this
smile could help a boy or girl in
Your buisness is solicited
schoohwe would not have to ask week. This is the second time Dorthy
,' has had to miss.' school this year
t hem to call.
because of sickness and we hope she
John Nutter was unable to be in will soon be able to be in school again.
Amado Santillans enrolled in the seschool Monday.
v
cond grade Monday.- Lysle Anderson was adsent Monday
John Brockman attended the box msrning.
Lula Mahoney returned to school Mon- supper at Mt. Olive Sat. night.
ESTABLISHED

MAY

1921

ingenious about saving labor.

,

day.

Stale News
"Are you familiar
with the Mexican
Mrs. Blunk visited the second grade
'
'
situation?"
Monday.
"Only up to eight o'clock this mornWe have failed to corree our list
"
ing.
of those in attendance but will try to
do so this week, we now have over
Big Crop Sure.
200 in school.
,

...

The picture show will be held Monday night, at the' assembly hall in
the school house.
Emmet Davis is out of sthool this
week on account of sickness.
We hope he will be with us eg ain
real soon.
A tnodest estimate of one's own powers is admirable in, both old anb"
young, but the reverse is objectionable
in anyone, and particularly in the child.
:

-

"

"He' ha,d a' great time."
"how?
"Sowing wild oats ."
"What is he doing now?"
"Looking for harvest hands."

T

.

..

.

,

Well the Bonds carried and we will
have the building completed in due
time.

d

's

Miss Elizabeth Epps took charge of
5th and 6th grade room, during the
temporary absence of Miss Nutter

Monday

Journal of Education
How game-olthe world is. The
ball was used so long ago, as a plaything, that the date of its advent is
lost in antiquity. Marbles have been
a part of child sports for thousands of
years. Mother Goose rhymes, counting
baby's toes, hide and go seek, blind-manbuff, aré household games that
extend back to the time when 'the
memory of the man runneth not to
the contrary. " These have stood the
test of age andaré not likely to pass
out. Let the children play them; encourage them in doing so. But do not
discourage the playing and making
,
of the new ones
Children like to invent new games
person can do it.
Any clever-minde- d
What is meant by a game? What
'

'

s

(Copyright.

Me'.'isjc"

Wisdom of Quiet.
More, than half a century of existence has taught me that most of the
wrong and folly which darken earth is
due to those who cannot possess their
souls In quiet; that most of the good
which saves mankind from destruction
comes of life that; is led in thoughtful
stillness. Every day the world grows
noisier;. I, for one, will have no part
In that increasing clamor and, were it
only .by my silence, I confer a boon on
.

all From the Private Papers j, o
Henry Ryecroft, by George Glssing".'

Peculiar Cramp Preventive.
Throughout London placing a corfce
In the bed is regarded by hundreds as
a sure preventive against cramp. ?
,
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Wounded Officers Tell of Fierce
Hand to Hand Fight
With Bombs.
WIVES

RISK

THEIR

LIVES

s
at Front Just
for a Kiss or a Word as They
Pass Through a Town-Pa- thos

Meet

Soldier-Husband-

In Many Reunions.
By RENE ARCOS.
(Correspondent of Chicago Daily News.)

Near

the

French

Front.

Two

wounded French ofilcers bav given
me an account of the recent fighting

near

Berry-au-Ba-

pounded on

They came and

c.

the door of this wayside

inn 12 kilometers (7.2 miles) behind
the firing line late at night The proprietress, fearing that gendarmes had
come to arrest her for selling drinks
after eight o'clock, did not answer
at first, but new pounding kicking
and shouting caused her to change
her mind.
There entered a second lieutenant
and an adjutant, both wounded, one
supporting the other.' One was wounded in the arm and one in the
leg.
The second lieutenant was
gay and looked well, but how Bhall
I describe the poor adjutant? A
rough beard filled the hollows of his
cheeks and his pale blue eyes shone
with fever. He fell moaning into a
chair and seemed to lose consciousness' until a plate of steaming soup
was placed under his nose.
Wounded Soldiers Tell Stories.
Wine and the warmth of the room
gradually reanimated him and he began to relate his exploits. Both officers belonged to the same regiment
of infautry and both were wounded
the day before. The lieutenant's first
words were:
"You cannot Imagine how strange
It seems) to see a civilian again. For
three months , I have seen nothing
but French and German soldiers and
I had begun to believe that there was
not a civilian left in the world."
These men had been fighting virtually every day and night In the
last two months. Their trenches had
been advancing steadily at the rate
of about fifty yards a week.
They
had attacked the German trenches
hundreds of time and been attacked
an equal number of times. . Projectiles had torn their uniforms. Their
regiment, digging underground, had
here and there burst into the midst
of the! German trenches. The other
evening a section of their comrades
composed of 60 men had been surprised and captured. The adjutant
'
could not get over this.
"Those lazy rascals fell asleep despite the music of the shrapnel," he
said. "It is true they had not slept
for several days and nights t of ore."
Attack the German Trenches.
The lieutenant then, related how he
and ,his companion were wounded. Toward ten o'clock on the preceding
evening, it was decided to attack the
German trenches.
The French silently left their underground coverts
and crept forward. - They were discovered when a. few yards from their
goal, bút it was too late and the Germans were overwhelmed.
t
"We saw them running like rats
Into their hole,'- said the lieutenant.
."Having advanced 50 yards at one
stroke, it wa3 necessary for us to
hold this precious gain. Naturally,
the German trenches were arranged
for defense toward the French
trenches. : Now the French set to
,

:
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work to make the trenches' defensible from the other side. Seeks of
ceWnt were hastily brought, dipped
into water and laid end to end along
the trenches and packed with dirt.
The French then desired to rest a
little, but the Germans, wishing to
win back the lost position before the
French
completed the defenses,
poured out of their earthworks and
advanced.
Hurl Grenades as Foes Advance.
" 'Don't speak a word,' ordered our
captain. 'Keep still, bring up some
boxes of preserves quietly and wait
The Germans came forward at a dog
trot In compact masses. Walt,' repeated the captain.
'Don't fire a
single shot We are going to play a
little game of massacre.
Let each
man take two grenades and keep well
hidden behind the sacks.'
"When the Germans were only a
few yards away the captain shouted
at the top of his lungs: 'Use all the
grenades you wish, my children.' The
terrible bombs bursting In the ranks
caused unbelievable carnage.".
"They yelled like pigs flayed alive,"
said the lieutenant placidly. "It did
not take long to clean them up, but
several of them fired back at us while
retreating. This is how we two were
caught."
Gives Autoist Password,
These little hotels close behind the
lines present an ever changing variety of war pictures. Besides wounded soldiers there are others who come
on errands and who want a solid
meal before returning to the trenches.
Here, also, are refugees from villages
under fire and- women come to try
and see their husbands who are
wounded or stationed in the neighborTransport automobiles stop
hood.
before the door, the chauffeurs buy
each other drinks and depart with
faces somewhat redder than before.
Yesterday I saw a noncommissioned
officer carefully confiding the password to an automobilist who desired
to continue along the road.
Near by was another noncommissioned officer hugging a little child
with exuberant joy, while his wife,
who had just arrived, stood by. This
soldier had not seen his little family
for three months and wished to have
He
everyone share his pleasure.
right
countenance
beaming
turned his
-

ARE REWARDED FOR HEROISM
Fifty-Nin- e

British Officers Honored
With the Distinguished
Service Order.

The Distinguished Service
order has been awarded to 59 officers
of all arms, from the special reserves
of them
to the guards. Thirty-nin- e
have been ghen to lieutenants or second lieutenants.
Among those receiving the award is
It was
Lord Alastair Robert Innes-Kecourage
"conspicuous
given him for
with the advance squadron at Kruiseik
in bringing wounded men out of action r.nder a heavy fire."
who is a captain in
Lord Innes-Kethe Royal Horse guards, recently was
reported as having been wounded In
action.
.
London.

T.

and left and as his eyes met mine he
said:
"It is fine to see one's little world
again. I asked myself when I went
away if I should ever see this little
doll again."
How Wives Meet Their Husbands.
While his wife told him all the
small happenings of the last three
months he continued to kiss his
diminutive heir.
Some wives who
come far to see their husbands are
less lucky, for the regulations are
very strict However, conjugal love
inspires some ingenious ruses.
There is a young woman here who
is the wife of an officer on the firing
line. Knowing the difficulty of approaching the lines, I did not conceal
from her that her enterprise seemed
doomed to failure, but she smiled
quietly and assured me that, never-th-e
less she would see her husband.
After enjoying my astonishment, she
explained that her husband had written her that he goes almost daily to
carry orders on horseback, 15 kilometers (nine miles) behind the lines.
She had only to go to a certain village and wait between six and nine
o'clock in the morning in a church
where he would go daily until he saw
her. They could thus meet and nobody would be the wiser.
'Í am leaving for this village at
four o'clock tomorrow morning," said
the young woman. "I do not dare to
go to bed tonight for fear I should
oversleep."
Lives In Cellar Eight Weeks.
Last night there was in the dining
room a family of ragged, taciturn
peasants from some untenable farm
near the front. Beside them a solitary young woman ate without appetite. She was from Reims, where she
had been living in a cellar for eight
weeks. In a countenance of a cadaverous pallor shone two blinking eyes
with reddened lids. From the sleeves
of her black dress Issued white flesh-les- s
arms on which the veins stood
out like cords. Her whole appearance
bore witness to terrible debility and
her bearing still breathed dread. As
she bent down to rearrange her skirt
with her hand her wedding ring fell
and rolled away. "I am so thin it
won't stay on my finger any more,"
she said. Insignificant though the incident was it was more moving than I
can say.
,
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HAS

A

BARBARA

FRIETCHIE

South African Woman Binds on British Flag and Dares Boers to
Molest It.

South Africa has a Barbara Frietchie. She is Mrs. Pienaar,
who residjs at Winburg, Union of
South Africa. When General De Wet,
heading the rebels, captured the town.
some of his troops hauled down the
British flag from the courthouse and
flung it in . the dirt Mrs. Pienaar
snatched it up and brushed it off and
bound it around her waist.
"You daren't touch It," she declared.
"I'll carry it and when decent people
return we'll hoist it again."
Dispatches say Mrs. Pienaar wai!
cursed by the rebels, but they did not
offer to molest her.
London.

-

RECIPE

BEEF

THAT IS RECOMMENDED
BY AN EXPERT.

Meat From Fat Animals Better Than'
Than' From Poor Proportion of
Salt Is a Highly Impor-

tant Matter.

,

Tho pieces commonly used for cornare the plate, rump, cross ribs and
brisket, or in other words the cheaper
cuts of meat. The loin, ribs and other
fancy cuts are more often used fresh,
and since there is more or less waste
of nutrients in corning, thia' is well.
The pieces for corning should be cut
into convenient-sizeJoints, say, five
or six inches square. It should be the
aim to cut them all about the same
thickness so that they will make an
even layer in the barrel.
Meat from fat animals makes
choicer corned beef than that from
poor animals. When the meat is thori
oughly cooled Ic should be corned as
soon as possible, as any decay in the
meat is likely to spoil the brine during
the corning process. Under no circumstances should the meat be brined
ing

d

while it is frozen.
Weigh out tho meat and allow eight
pounds of salt to each 100 pounds;
sprinkle a layer of salt
of
f.n inch in depth over the bottom of
tho barrel; pack In as closely as possible the cuts of meat, making a layer
five or six inches in thickness; then
put on a layer of salt, following that
with another layer of meat; repeat
until the meat and salt Lave all been
packed in the barrel, care being used
to reserve salt enough for a good layer
over the top. After the package has
stood
add for every 100
pounds of meat, four pounds of sugar,
twn niinrpa nf hnWne snria ond fniir
ounces of saltpeter dissolved in a gal
lon of tepid water. Three gallons
more water should be sufficient to
cover this quantity. In ?ase more or
less than 100 pounds of meat ic to be
vorned, make the brine in the proportion giveu. A loose board cover,
weighted down with a heavy stone or
piece of iron, should be put on the
one-quart-

er

over-nigh- t,

meat to keep all of it under the brine.
In case any should project, rust would
start and the brine would -- poll in a
short time.
It is not necessary to boil the brine
except in warm weather. If the meat
has been corned during the winter and
must be kept Into the summer season,
it would be well to watch the brine
closely during the spring, as it is more
likely to spoil at that time than at any
other season. If the brine appears to
be ropy or does not drip freely rrom
the finger when immersed and lifted,
it should be turned off and new brine
added, aftef carefully wasting the
meat The sugar or molasses in the
brine has a tendency to ferment, and,
unless the brine is kept in a cool
place, there is sometimes trouble from
this source. The meat should be kept
in the brine twenty-eigh- t
to forty days
to secure thorough corning. Andrew
Boss, Agriculturist, University Farm,
St. Paul.

RESTING IN CAMP

X

MAKING CORNED

Fried Rabbit.
Clean
rabbit
and cut into pieces.
British soldiers on the Belgian-Frencin
water
Put
salted
In the
frontier awaiting orders to go
morning
cover
with
cold
fresh
water
to the firing line.
and place oyer fire. Just before it
reaches the. boiling point add a piece
Heroine Is Honored.
Vienna. Austria has bestowed the of baking soda the size of a pea and
cross of the Francis Joseph order on after a few minutes drain this water
the wife of a lieutenant who followed off. Wash the pieces of rabbit again
her husband into the field and, even and put on. with fresh water a medium
into the trenches, and displayed con- sized onion. Cut fine two or three
sage leaves and add a teaspoonful of
spicuous bravery.
h

over-nigh- t.

Where He Gets His Training.
"Yes, he's an awful hustler. Always ahead of time. Seems to anticipate everything.
Used to be a
newsboy."
"I see. Probably sold six o'clock

tions at noon!"

edi-

salt.

Simmer until quite tender,

re-

the meat, roll in egg and cracker
crumbs and fry in hot butter or dripmove

pings. Brown a large tablespoonful of
flour in the drippings and strained
stock for gravy which the rabbit was
boiled in. Very ' delicious and also
cheat).

THE SPANISH iLKERICAN--

Notice For Publication

1 or

Notice

Clayton, 018026
Department of the' Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
November, 27, 1614.
,

n.

Notice For Publication

.

Department of the Interior,
. U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Dec. 4, 1914.
' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that John B.
1914.
Nov. 23
Notice is hereby given that the State
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M., Russel of Mills NM who on ug 21, 11'
is
Simon
Notice
hereby
given
that
7
of
1914.
New Mexico has applied to select,
December,
made HE Serial no 013702 for NEj lienfer, of Roy, N.
who,
on
M.r
under the provisions of the Acts of
tNotice is hereby given that as See. 3
Twp21N Rng 26 E Feb. 10, 1611,. made HE Serial No.
June 20, 1910 and June 21, 1898, and
directed by the Commissioner of the N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
SEJ-S012806
Sec. 28 and' the acts supplimentary and amendatofor
Genera! Land Office, under provisions intention to make final three year proof
NJ.NE1&NE1.NW4 Sec 33 Twp.21N ry thereto, the following public lands
of Act of Congress approved June 27 to establish claim to .the land above Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
1906 34 Stats. 517 , pursuant to the described, before F. H. Foster, u. S.
filed notice of Intention to make final
Serial 018626, List 3375.
application of Herman Goodman, of commissioner at Roy, n.m
claim to
proof,
year
to
three
establish
Nwl-SENEl-Sw- l;
i;
SEiSEi
Roy, N. M. Serial No. 018354, we will on the 18 day of Jan. 1915.
above
F.H.
described
before
land
the
SWi-SK- i;
SEi SWi;
offer at public sale, to the highest bidclaimant names as witnesses:
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at,
33,
30,'
Section
and
NWJ,
Section
$1.50
per
acre
than
less
&
not
W. A. De Force
B. C. Jordan his office at Roy,N. M. on the 12 day
der, but
'
20
Twp.
N.
NMPM.
R.25E.
10th
day
M.
the
on
A;
At ten o'clock
John Wilkins
Philip Higgins of Jan. 1915.
The purpose of this notice is to alof Marcn 1915, at this office, the
all of Mills N. M.
low
all persons claiming the land ad'
following tract of land.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Paz Valverde,
versely' or desiring to show it to be
2
Register.
u
H R Woodward
W E Jones
NJ-SSec. 20, Twp. 19 N, Rng L'6E
mineral
in character, an opportunity
R T Mc Glamery ' George D Miller to file objection to such selection with
N. M. P. Meridian.
Was It Leap Year?
All of Roy. N, M.
the local officers for the Land District
Any persons claiming adversely the
Effie Mummy, whea you and daddy
Paz
Valverde,
t:
in which the land is situated,
land are advised to file was engaged did you engage him or
6
Register, at the land office aforesaid and to es8
their claims, or objections, on or be- did he engage you? London Punch.
tablish their interest therein, or the
sale.
for
fore the time designaten
mineral character thereof.
Paz Valverde.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
9
M6
12-- 5
2
Register.
To be published in the Spanish-AmericaPublic Land

Sale-Isola-

Tract

ted

x

'

-

El

to-w- it.

.

SEi-NW-

1- -9

12-1-

.

EÍ

above-describ-

.

J;

.

to-wi-

ed

12-2-

11-2-

12-1-

1--

n,

published at Roy, N. M.

Notice For Publication

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

A Solid Car of
Canned Goods

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Nov.23, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Teófilo
who on
Romero of ,Roy, N,M,
013246
No.
for
made HE Serial
Sec. 8:ÑW-NK- Í
Sec 17 Twp. 18 N Rng. 25E
has filed notice of intention
M,
NMP
Si-SE-

.9

SWi-SWSec-

Mixed cases Canned Fruits, 24 cans,
6

M,

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
Dec. 5, 1914,
hereby
given that Benjamin
is
Notice
C Jordan of Mills N M, who, on Oct.
24 1910, and Aug. 25, 1911 made
Homestead entry Seirial no. 012310
J
Sec. 3&N-NNo. 013695 for
of Section 10
EJ-Sand
Twp 21 N Range 26 E,N M P Meridiar
has filed notice of intention to maka
three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his office in Roy N M on the 21st. day of
EJ-SE-

2

1--

9

6

r

25

Dried Peaches,
lb. boxes Prunes, fresh pack,

1915.

2

15
15

10c

15c
25c
15c

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M. ,
Nov. 18, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Claimant names as witnesses:
Arguello, of Sabinoso, N.M.
Lujan,
Fek 15, 1910, made HE. Jose Ignacio Baca, Cipriano Lujan,
who on
Frank
Sec. 25 Edwardo Jaramillo,
012670 for Nj-SSerial No,
'
Section 26
all of Sabinoso N. M.
Range 24E'. N. M. P.
N.
17
Twp
Fracisco Delgado
Meridian has filed notice of intention
Register,
8
6
to make three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
Extremes of National Forest.
U. S. Commissioner F. H
northernmost national forest
The
Foster, at his office, at Roy. N. M. Is the Chugach in Alaska; the southon the 9th day of Jan. 1915.
ernmost is the Luquillo in Poto Rica
NJ-SE- 1

11-2-

fore

12-2-

NEÍ-NW-

Keep Ice Long Time
A simple method of keeping ice Is to
draw a piece of thick flannel tightly
over a bowl, or other deep vessel, and
fasten it securely. P':. je the ice on top
of this and cover wlva another piece of
flannel. The Ice will keep and even
freeze to the flannel. A small piece of
ice may be kept in the room all night,
saving many steps back and forth to
the.' refrigerator. To break the Ice,

force In, a large newill divide the Ice

,

Serial

J,

Í.

List, No 3374
SWi, SEi. Sec, 29. Lots

018625.

i.

,

SWi-NE-

NEi-NW-

J,

i

Sec. 30 T, 20N. R. 25E.

Serial 018627. List.3376.
SEi-SEi,Se-

28,

c.

NEi,

NE-SEi,S-

SWi-SW- i
NWi-SW- i,
Sec. 34 T 20
N. R. 25 E.
All ol above in N. M. P. M,
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be

33,

mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objection to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
in which the land is situated, to wit:
at the land office aforesaid, an d to

tablish their interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof.
11.21.12,16
Paz Valverde,
Register.
To be published in the Spanish. American published at Roy, N, M.

Notice for Publication
Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
Dec. 14 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Maria Maestas, of Mills, N. M. who
on January 2d 1908, made HE Ser. No.
05304, for
&
25
Sec,
Twp, 21N Rng24E NM P. M.
has filed notice of intention to make
Si-N-

v

SWi-SEí-

NWÍ-NWSec. 28, NEi,
SWi- - NWi, Sec. 29, T. 20N. R. 25 E.

00
65

Floersheim Mercantile
Company

Paz Valverde, Register

NWí-SE- í,

i.

NWi-NEi-

Crown, per pound,
Dried Apricots, best grade, per pound,
Family Pet Milk, medium size, 3 cans,
Sweet Potatoes, large cans, very best,

Lóose Raisins,

NW
SJ-SW-

SEi-NW-

40c
40c
50c
55c
2 00
2 00

' 25 lb. boxesfFancy

SWi,

1-

List 3373
SWi NEi,

0'.8624.

SWi-NW- j,

3.75

Empsons Tomatoes, gallon cans,
Gallon Pie Apples (Green Hill)
'
"
Peeled Peaches,

Extra Blackberries,

Serial

V

cans Grapes

2
2
2
2

"

Claimant names as witnesses
WADeForce
j E.Russell
Wilkson
John
E
LeRne
Jes
all of Mills N M
12-1-

cans Peaches, cans Plums,
and 6 cans Pears.
6

Grimes Golden Fey Corn, 24 cans,
Kuners Extra Tomatoes, 24 cans,
"Mile High" Green String Beans, 24,
Kraut, large cans, very best, 24 cans,

Ei

E

January

Oct. 21, 1914.
Notice is hereby given, that the
State of New Mexico has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
of June 20, lvtlO, and the ac. of
1898
and the
supActs
plementary and amendatory thereto,
the .following pubUc lands, to wit:

h

Paz Valverde,
"

0i8627

018625

.6-2-

Our Carload of California Canned Fruits.
Vegetables, etc. has arrived. We are now
prepared to sell to you direct at wholesale
prices for cash. We quote a few items, to
show what a saving .you can make by using
good judgment in buying your supplies.
These goods are all of the highest grade-frespacked, and are sure to satisfy you.

Claimant names as witnesses,
Vicente Martinez
Roman Sandoval
Romero
Frederico
Bonifacio Ebel

pf Roy, N,

018624.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

J

proof to esto make Final three-year- ,
descriabove
tablish claim to the land
bed, before F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 12th day of Jan. 1915.

all

Clayton,

Si-N-

Ei

Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, bef ore JW.H.
Willcox, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
XT
lT j
i
I
im,ivi. on me tta uay
oi i?r eD, lyio.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose C Maestas
Fermin Madrid
Alberto Maestas
Maximo Madrid
All of Mills, N. M.
ie or hatpin; It
Manuel Madrid,
ally.

Five- -

TLir

12 19

A

6.

A

.

Register.
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PRETTY CANDLE SHADE

BARNS

TABLE

DECORATION

AFTERNOON GOWN

EASILY

MADE AT HOME.

Simple Materials, With a Little Work
and the Exercise of One's Ingenuity, About All That
Is Needed.

fc

......

v.

?

Nothing adds more to the homelike
air of a house than prettily shaded,
lighted candles, whether upon the dining room table, in the living rooms or
the boudoir.
Some of the very prettiest are homemade, as the illustration proves. This
Is made from four circular doilies of
sheer handkerchief linen edged with
cluny lace one inch wide, each doily
measuring six Inches in diameter, for
a small shade when finished, larger
sizes up to lamp shades to be in proportion, of course.
If only one shade is to be made, the
best and cheapest way is to cut the
four squares from a handkerchief, because then there will be no waste.
Linen is so wide that even when the
smallest quantity is bought more than
half will be wasted. A woman's handkerchief is ample for a small shade. A
man's will make the larger. Also doilies all ready Btamped for working can
be bought at ten cents each. However,
one may be more Individual if she can
trace her own design, and as they are
so simple this should not be difficult to
do. For instance, if she traced the design of her dinner ware upon the linen
and worked it out in the same coloring the light shining through the linen
would give the shade all the impression of being porcelain, too.
Another effective design that would
shed a soft glow over the white cloth
would be a sprinkling of autumn
leaves, using silk in the natural tints
of the leaves. After embroidering the
linen the edges are turned neatly under and machine stitched. Half a yard
f lace will edge one doily, the linen
J

Building Prepared for Disinfection In This Case the Disinfecting Was
Done by Fumigation Openings In the Barn Were Closed by Paper to
Prevent the Escape of the Gas.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

Inspectora in the United States department of agriculture have found
in the course of their work that ignorance or carelessness on the part
of stock owners has frequently led to
fresh outbreaks of infectious disease
after it had been supposed that the
previous ones had been completely
stamped out. Comparatively few farmers, it is'said, realize the importance
of the scientific ("lsinfection of premises which har'i' once harbored infected stock.
When it ii remembered that the
germ which causes tuberculosis in catof
tle measures about
an inch in length, it is obvious that
method of
the
all to the
at
cleaning is no obstacle
germ
The
of
existence
the disease.
two
larger.
These
glanders
of
is, little
germs are thrown off by diseased animals in large quantities. In the average stable they have no difficulty In
finding many lodging places whence
any one of a hundred different things
may cause them to emerge and start
a fresh outbreak upon the farm. When
a stable has once harbored diseased
animals, therefore, absolute disinfection with sufficiently powerful disinfectants is the only way to insure the
Btock from another visitation.
In Farmers' Bulletin 480, "Practica;
Methods of Disinfecting Stables,"
some of the most easily obtainable
disinfectants are named, and the best
methods of applying them discussed.
In the first place it is Imperative that
the stable be thoroughly cleaned before any disinfectant at all is applied.
The various surfaces such as ceilings,
walls, partitions, floors, etc., should
be swept free from cobwebs and dust.
Where the filth has been allowed to
accumulate, this should be removed
by thorough scrubbing. If the woodwork has become soft and porous so
that it affords a good refuge for the
disease germ, it should be torn down
and burned and new wood substituted.
All refuse of every description should
be removed to a place inaccessible to
live stock and there either burned or
treated with a solution of chloride of
lime in the proportion of six ounces
to one gallon of water. If the floor
of the stable is of earth, the surface
soil should be removed to a de,pth
of four inches or more and new earth
substituted. It is better, however, to
take advantage of this opportunity to
lay down a concrete floor, which in
the end will .be found more satisfactory as well as more sanitary.
The stable thus thoroughly cleansed
and stripped of all its odds and ends
and refuse is now ready for the application of the disinfectant. A disinfectant is a drug which has the power of destroying germs merely by com
th

,

ing in contact with them. There are
a number of these drugs, varying considerably in efficacy, and some of them
dangerous to animal as well as germ
life. Bichloride of mercury is one of
the most powerful, but it has the
great disadvantage of being a violent
poison and in consequence great care
must be used when handling it to
keep it away from all live stock. For
ordinary purposes it is probable that
cresol or the compound solution of
cresol, known as liquor cresolls
is best adapted to general
use. When the latter is used, it should
be mixed with water in the proportion of four or five ounces to a gallon. Cresol is not as soluble as the
compound solution and should, therefore, be thoroughly stirred while mixing. If a grade of the drugr guaranteed to be 95 per cent pure is secured,
two or three ounces to a gallon of water will be sufficient.
To apply the disinfectant on anything but a very limited surface, a
strong spray pump is essential. The
pump should be equipped with 15 feet
of hose with a five-fosection of iron
pipe, with a spraying nozzle at one
end, attached to it The entire interior of the stable should be saturated with the solution forced through
Special attention
this apparatus.
should be given to feeding troughs
and drains, as it is in these that the
disease germs are most likely to find
their first resting places. After a
thorough spraying with the disinfectant, it Is well to applr a lime
wash containing four or five ounces"
of chloride of lime to each gallon.
In many cases, however, it will save
trouble if this wash is combined with
the disinfectant. This can be done in
the following manner: for five gallons of disinfecting fluid, slake 7
pounds of lime, using hot water if necessary to start action.
Mix to a
creamy consistency with water. Stir
in 15 fluid ounces of cresol, at least
95 per cent pure, and make up to five
gallons by adding water. In case compound solution of cresol is used, add
30 fluid ounces instead of 15. Stir
the whole mixture thoroughly and, Candía Shade Made of Circular
Doilies.
If it is to be applied through a spray
nozzle, strain through a wire sieve.
Stir frequently when applying and measuring four inches in diameter. A
very good imitation cluny can be
keep covered when not in use.
bought for ten cents a yard; that will
be 20 cents for the four doilies and
Enforce the Bird Law.
That enemies of migratory birds in probably only 15 cents, for the handcertain sections of the United States kerchief. Ten cents for embroidery silk
are openly violating the provisions of will be ample, while the square wire
the federal migratory bird law is the shades come from ten cents upwards,
assertion of William T. Hornaday, the or the foundations of shabby candle
again if on
eminent ornithologist.
"The main shades can be utilized
body of these enemies," says Mr. hand.
In putting on the lace the outer edge
Hornaday, "consists of spring shooters, who are determined to shoot and must be, perfectly flat and without the
slaughter game birds in spring to the slightest bit of fullness. For this reason It is better to use quite a narrow
uttermost limit."
com-positu-

,

s,

This charming afternoon gown Is
called "La Dame et la Mode." It is of
white ottoman. The new decollete Is
shown In a pretty effect running from
shoulder to shoulder In fichu effect.
The-newaist line is short, coming to
a point at the front. The new skirt Is
extremely wide, laid In folds and allows sufficient room for walking, dancing, etc.

v

lace edging. The inner edge must be
drawn up, of course. Then it Is basted
neatly to the edge of the doily, and
stitched by machine. A certain crisp-nes- s
in the linen is necessary to keep
the shade Arm. This is obtained by
putting through warm water and then,
through a thin boiled starch. They
can be ironed, needlework downward,
on flannel, but there is no better way
of pressing embroidered linens than to
lay them dripping upon the sides of a
porcelain bathtub and leaving them
there until, bone dry.
They will look like new, the embroidery will stand out clearly (embroidery upward this time), and there
is no hot iron to fade the colors. Every
scrap of air must be pressed out, and
the edges of the lace be clearly defined
when laying on the tub. This done,
leave the article absolutely alone.
The doilies are attached to the wires
with a few stitches taken through the
lace. Washington Star.
.

Straps.
Straps are used to restrain the fullness in many of . the new winter coats
and skirts. Sometimes there are two
straps across the back of a coat where
the full skirt flares from 'the waist
section. Sometimes there are straps
across the front of the skirt to hold
In the fullness below the waist, and
sometimes they are used for the same
purpose on the hips. They are
stitched usually, and give a very
smart finish.
Patch Pockets.
On some of

the new skirts that ara
full at the hips patch pockets are em-- .
ployed to control this fullness. On a
gray velvet frock with a plaited pep-lubig pockets of satin are used on
the hips. Sometimes these pockets
are embroidered.

,

THE

8PANISH-AMERIJA- H.

A. R. Davis' new residence on

PERSONAL aridt

Chicosa Street is rapidly ap
.
, .
r, .
proacning completion, it is a
square building 24x24 Feet and
will make them a comfortable
little home. Arch is fencing in
G. R. Abernathy handed us the the entire bloek with a six foot
price of 6 months subscription board fence for a correll and is
for his friend, J, A. McKinney getting things fixed right.
at Lafentaine, Kansas.
1

.

LULAL

Roy Trust & Savings
Bank

.

A car load of fine potatoes received this week at the Goodman
Mercantile Co. Store is proving

Holiday Goods are now arriving
at Goodmans big store. Come
early and have your choice of
Christmas presents reserved for
you.
Adv.

"Safty First" For Your Funds
and Sincere Helpful Service
Our Watchwords.
We
Want Your Account.
Remember to Regard
"Our Bank" as
YOUR BANK

very popular at'. the bargain
prices they sell for. They are
sure fine ones. See them and
Floyd Monk has arranged to
get a sack.
Adv. rent the Bruce Hotel and is get
ting moved in. He and Mrs. Fred
Misses Bertha Moore and Nova Sisson are planning to start a
Anderson, of Mills accompanied bakery and probably a' Restau
the Deaton Bros, to Roy Tues- rant.
day in the car. They vcanie to
Goodman Mercantile Co re
file a party from Oklahoma on
ceived a car of lumber Thursday
land north of Mills.
delivering much of it direct from
tfie car to' their cusaomers.
HAY BALER: -- I have purchas
They also have a car of coa) in
ed a hay baler and am prepared
and are ready to supply your
to do custom baling, right and
wants in thesa and all other
reasonable.
lines.
F. 0. White,
The new store Building erected by Judge Foster and to be occupied by A. R. Davis'
tore is
nearing completion. Already a
car of flour and other supplies
are stored in the Warehouse part
of it. It js very conveniently arranged and when the shelving is
put up it will be a very attractive
store. The front windows are
especially adapted to the advantageous display of stock.

Roy Trust and

The

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer

of R O Y

Kenoyer Wednescay, Dec, 16, a
daughter. The father is one of
the proudest men in town but
admits they are .mighty expensive luxuries.

II

o

are hereby notified that
the regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Roy Trust &
You

I

r

01

Dr. S. Locke, D, D.S.

Savings Bank will be held at its
banking oflice in Roy,' on Monday
January 4th, 1915, from 10
o'clock A.- M. until 4 P. M. The
CONCRETE WORK: Parties purpose of this meeting will be
having concrete work todo should to
elect a Board of Directors for
see Rocq Reeder, for estimates. the ensuing year,
and for the
He is an expert in the use of Con- transaction of such other busicrete.
ness as may properly come before
Adv. the meeting.
C. L. Justice, Cashier.
A well drilled at
Wanted:
once at my farm north of Roy,
See our new line of Ladies
wiil
buy or rent a drill.
or
Cloaks for Fall and winter.
M.
J. F. Mahoney, Roy,
Goodman Merc. Co.

Of

-

-

á

rr. S,

y

Will be in ROY

Dec.

.

&

9 10 11

12

do your Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

tf,Mm

Roy Telephone Company

o

)czzio

10E

3E

Some Facts Concerning
Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
.
, Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
'
on the North

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer

v

at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

'
.

ROY, N. M.
Local Residence
$1.50 per mo.

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Your Watch

Local Busines
$2.50 per m

'

THE BALANCE WHEEL, in modern watches,
makes one revolution each time the watch ticks.
The watch ticks 5 times each second; 300 times vin
oneminute; 18,000 times in one hour; 432,000 times in
one day, and 157,680,000 times in one year.

A Variation of

Part

in the vibration of the hair spring which controls the
balance wheel will make a difference oí 15 min. per day.
If the watch owner will stop to think a moment he
will see that it is necessary tó give his watch good
treatment in order to get good time out of it.

J

S. ALBERTSON,

Jeweler

THE

FRLNCH WIN IN

TAX ON

LA PATRE FOREST

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Making Ends Meet.
"She always has bills on hand."
"What does he do?"
"He foots 'em."

BUMS

$28,253,535

IS

N.

AreYour Kidneys Weak?

For Itching, Burning Skins.
Bathe freely the affected surface
with Cuticura Soap and hot water.
GERMAN HOST ROUTED AFTER OFFICIAL REPORT SHOWS ONLY Dry without irritation and apply Cuti
cura Ointment with finger or hand.
FIFTY-FOUALL-DAFIGHT, AND LOSS
PERSONS GET
This treatment affords immediate re$1,000,000 REVENUE.
REPORTED HEAVY.
lief, permits rest and sleep and points
to speedy healment in most cases of
eczemas, rashes, itchings and irritations of the skin and scalp of infants,
TOWN FIRED BY SHELLS
PAY U.S. LEVY children
and adults. Free sample each
with 32-- Skin Book if you wish. Address post-cafCuticura, Dept. X,
Boston,
Sold everywhere. Adv.
PRZASNYSZ
CAP. INTERESTING
FIGURES SUBMIT.
REPORTED
TURED AND GERMANS SAY
TED BY COMMISSIONER OF
His Sort
INTERNAL REVENUE.
WAY TO CAPITAL CLEAR.
That comedian certainly made a
signal success with his funny wig."
"I see. A sort of
humor.'
R

Y

357,596

d:

wig-wa- g

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Paris, Dec. 14. An Important victory was won by the French troops in
th3 forest of La Pretre, in France. The
battle lasted all day and ended in a
complete rout of the enemy. Besides
this, the allies repulsed three violent
German infantry attacks to the southeast in Ypres, Belgium.
These were the outstanding features
of the French official communication
issued Sunday afternoon. The statement reads:
"The day was particularly quiet.
The enemy's activity was shown especially by an intermittent cannonade
at different points on the front. In
the region to the southeast of Ypres
there were ventured, however, three
violent infantry attacks, which were
repulsed.
"In the woods of La Pretre we have
made important progress.
"In the VoSges the enemy attacked
on various occasions the post of La
Mere Henri, to the northwest of
but was repulsed.
"In Servia the extreme Servian left
wing, pursuing the enemy, has forced
him to recross the Drina near Baina
Basta. On the remainder of the front
the Servian armies continue to drive
back the Austrians to the north and
northwest."
The following official communication was issued in Vienna Sunday:
"In West Galicia the south wing of
tbe Russian army was defeated at
Limanovo and compelled to retreat.
We are pursuing the enemy. All attacks along the rest of our battle front
failed, as did the previous ones!
"Our forces which crossed the Carpathians after numerous battles again
continue an. energetic pursuit. In the
afternoon we took Neu San dec. Our
troops again have entered Grybow,
Gorlice and Zmigrod. The enemy has
completely evacuated the Zemplin
country."
Germans Blaze Road to Warsaw.
London. A dispatch from Valparaiso, Chile, says the German cruiser
Dresden is stranded and has taken
refuge in an inlet on the coast of
Patagonia. The Dresden is the only
vessel which met the British fleet
Dec. 8 that had not been accounted

Washington. The first complete
compllátion of returns under the income tax law was made public in the
annual report of the commissioner of
Internal revenue. It showed returns
8
for the collection year of 1913 by
individuals, paying taxes aggregating $28,253,535, as follows:
No. of Returns.
Net Income

Se-none-s,

'

for.
London. The Germans have captured the forts of Przasnysz, one of
the most important points on their
march to Warsaw, and the Teuton
troops are jubilant, declaring the way
is gradually being made clear for the
seizure of the ancient polish capital.
The town was fired by Teuton shells
and thousands were left homeless and
hundreds' captured. Troops coming
from the north have been credited
with continued successes, and are said
to have whipped the Russian forces
at a number of minor points.
With Przasnysz in the hands of the
Kaiser all dangerous forts close to
Warsaw are put out of the way and it
is believed the Teutons will hurry
their concerted attack on thát

357,-59-

$1,000,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
75,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
3,333
2,500

and over
to $1,000,000
to 600,000
400,000
to
to 300,000
to 250,000
to 200,000
to 150,000
to 100,000

to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

75,000
50,000
40.000
30,000

25,000
20,000

91

44
84
94

145
311

785
90S

... Í

15,000

10,000
5,000
3,333

2,618
2,427
4,553
4,164
6,817
11,977
26,818
101,718
114,484
79.426

Returns were made by 278,835 married persons, 55,212 single men and
single women. The normal tax of
1
on all taxable incomes produced
112,728,038.
Incomes over $20,000 a
year, subject to sur-taproduced
23,-55-

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Co-

Tablets

!d

A guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.

Wise women know just when to
turn off the tank and turn on the briny

Do yon know that deaths from kidney
troubles are 100,000 a year in the U.S. alone!
That deaths from kidney diseases have Increased 72 in 20 years? If you are run
down, losing weight, uervons, "blue" and
rheumatic, if you have backache, sharp
pains when stooping, dizzy spells and
urinary disorders, act quickly, if you
would avoid the serious kidney troubles.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills. There's no
other medicine so widely used, so successful or so highly recommended.

A Colorado Case

Gamble,
Ivtrj fUtan 719Philip
8. Nevada Ave.,
Sun" Colorado
Springs,
Colo., says: "My
back: ached terribly
and after
Stooping; I cAnldn't
straighten up without great effort If
I took cold It settled on my kidneys
and caused an awful backache.
Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved me
as soon as I used
them. I have taken them off and on
they
and
since
have always brought prompt and satisfactory results."
Cat Doan's at Any Store. EOe a Box
Xtil,

DOAN'S",' Fm

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

flow.
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PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
fielpR to eradicate dandruff.

TOUR OWN DRUGGIST WT1X TELL YOU
Try Murine Bje Kerned j for Bed, Weak, Watery
Kyes and Granulated Eyelidx; No Smarting
luBt Rjo comfort. Wrlto for Book of tho Ky
b mail Free. Marine ije Hemedr Co., Chicago.

Common sense is a disease

that is

never fatal.

For Restoring-Coloand
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
60a, and $L0l at Druirsrists.

To Dry Land Farmers
I raised 720 pounds of drought-resistabeans last
year on an acre oí land as dry as the Sahara Desert,
and they are fine. 1 pot my start two years ago from
a handful of seed secured in Arizona from the Indians,
Send me 25 cents for enoueh seed to make a start and
I will return a small bag postpaid. Write address plainly.
nt

Red Cross Bap; Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter thai snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

The secret of success:
and shoot often.

Aim high

JAMES GREGG, 2029 Grove'

St,

Denver, Colo.
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$15,-525,49- 7.

$50,000;

$1,645,639

from

those

be-

tween $50,000 and $75,000; $1,323,025
from those between $75,000 and $100,-30-

.

Tot Infants and Children.

illilllllHIIIIIIIIIIiiiMiiiiHiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii)inT?

The Kind You Have

0;

$3,835,948 from those between
$100,000 and $250,000; $2,334,583 from
those between $250,000 and $500,000;
and $3,437,850 from those over $500,-D0-

rill

iP

WBSB.

Of this latter amount $2,934,754 came
from incomes of between $20,000 and

Always Bought

0.

3 PER CENT
ÁVegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food andRegula-tin- g
the Stomachs and Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

GOVERNOR HALTS HANGING BEE.

Executive of Arizona Stops Wholesale
Executions.
Phoenix, Ariz. Taking advantage of
his last opportunity to prevent the
execution of death sentences in Arizona, Gov. G. W. P. Hunt came to the
rescue of six condemned men, who
were to be hanged in Florence penitentiary Dec. 19. The sentences of two
Americans were commuted to life imprisonment.
The case of one Mexican was referred to the Supreme Court, and
three others were reprieved until
March 19, 1915, with a recommendation to the attorney general of the
state to do what he could do for them
because they were maddened by drink
when they committed their crimes.
The governor's action was taken preliminary to the issue of his proclamation which will put into effect the
laws adopted at the November election. Among these laws is a measure
which deprives the governor of power
to pardon or reprieve or commute sentences, and invests it in a special
board.
In a statement announcing his decision to call off the proposed "hanging bee" Dee. 19, Governor Hunt declared that to permit the executions
would violate the spirit of Christmas.

Signature
Promotes

.

Digesh'on,Cheerful-nessandRest.Contai-
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Not Narcotic.
Rtcipt

tf Old DrSAMUELFfTCffEJt

Pumpitin
Mx.Sttmm

S4'

Anit SnJ
ñpftermiiU -

ft

Set J
Ctarifitd Suyo
WinkrjmH. flavor.
Horm

A

perfect Remedy for
,

J--X

Constipa-lio- n

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,

AW

of

neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral

'

Low's Strike Board Not Coming. .
Washington. Seth Low, chairman
of the Colorado Conciliation Commission, announced, after a conference
between the commission and the secretary of labor, William B. Wilson,
that the commission would not go 'to
Colorado at present.

Bears the
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and LOSS OF SLEEP
Facsimile Signature

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company,

NEW YORK.

'Guaranteed under the Food am
Exact Copy of Wrapper,

jf

7

tus

oiMTAua eomrxNV. new

tokk mty.

COLT DISTEMPER

tggkOfcn be handled

Terr easily Tho sick are cared, find all other lahow "esposad," kept from having the diesanie stable, no matter
T TniT? Ti FU CTTTU PC'
BIT wi1
tUAUtflO
.lanM
UU mi
VVMU
VIVO VII
JC7. UJ UDlUg Ul VUil 0 AJAV-Wtbe tongue, or la feed. Acts on the blood and expels genus ot
su ioruis oi aisxemper. nest remeay ever mown tor mares in io&l
bottle guaranteed to cure ons cane. Mo an d II a bottle; $6 and
of druggist and harnees dealers, or sent express paid by
(One
Cut shows bow to poultice throats. Our fros
gives evervtblng. Local
wanted. Largest selling
. bone remedy lnexistenos
twelve years.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.i "uiísu ai DseUrUlosUU, Gosherh Ind. U.S.JU
T
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it is safe to estimate that the farmer
can easily increase production 25 per
cent if a remunerative market can be
found for the products.
In textile
fibres the world shows an increase
during the past half decade in produc
tion of 15 per cent against a popula
tion increase of three per cent.
The people of this nation should
address themselves to the subject of
improved facilities for distribution.

Come to the

FARMER'S

Commercial
Hotel.
Mrs John O. Gallegos Prop.
First Class

Competent Service.

Block

Great-Wester- n

and crop mortgage
force the farmers into ruinous com
petition with each other. The remedy
lies in organization and in
tion in marketing.
Over-productio-

FOR YOUR

n

Tucumcari Hospital

Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

Biggest Tiling He Could Think Of..
Two employes were discussing what
thjy would buy the boss, whose birthdays-was
approaching. Said Mr. Biggins with enthusiasm: "Wiggins, old
boy, we have raised $50, and we want
something that will make a show for
the money. Something that will look
big, you know.
Can't you suggest
something?" "Sure," repliedJVIr. Wiggins; "buy $50 worth of rice and boil
'

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce

arke
and Bakery

M

Roy, N. M.

co-ope-

Groceries, Hardware and Harness

Meat--

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, every day

Modern Equipment,

Largest

TUCUMCARI,

GREATEST

PROBLEM

WE ARE LONG ON PRODUCTION,
SHORT ON DISTRIBUTION.

Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers' Union.
The economic distribution of farm
products is today the world's greatest
problem and the war, while it has
brought its hardships, has clearly em- phasized the importance of distribution as a factor in American agriculture and promises to give the farmof the governers the
'
men the
business
ment and the
solution of their marketing problem.
This result will, in a measure, compensate us for our war losses, for the
business interests and government
have been in the main assisting almost exclusively on the production
side of agriculture. While the department of agriculture has been dumping
tons of literature on the farmer telling
him how to produce, the farmer has
been dumping tons of products in the
nation's garbage can for want of a
market.
The World Will Never Starve.
At no time since Adam and Eve
were driven from the Garden of Eden
l'ave the inhabitants of this world
nuffered from lack of production, but
Fome people have gone hungry from
the day of creation to this good hour
for the lack of proper distribution.
Slight variations in production have
forced a change in diet and one local-- y
has felt the pinch of want, while
another surfeited, but the world as a
whole has ever been a land of plenty.
h
of
We now have less than
(lie tillable land of the earth's surface
under cultivation, and we not only
have this surplus area to draw on but
it is safe to estimate that in case of
f
the earth's
dire necessity
rcpulation could at the present time
knock their living out' of the trees
rf the forest, gather it from wild
vines and draw it from streams. No
one should become alarmed; the
By

ROY

GARAGE
New Mexico

Special tools for all Auto Work

one-tent-

one-hal-

Calls

Corn (Bu.) 3,934,174,000
Wheat (Bu.) 3,522,769,000
Oats (Bu.) 4,120,017,000
Cotton(Bales) 19,863,800

3,403,655,000
.3,257,526,000
3,508,315,000'
17,641,200

The world shows an average increase in cereal production of 13 per
cent during the past decade, compared
with the previous five years, while the
world's population shows an increase
of only three per cent.
The gain in production far exceeds
that of our increase in population, and

N. M

THE ROY

ooooooooooooo

Roy,

e

:

Charles Weatherill, Prop.
New Bath Room and up-tdate Fixtures.

WITH THE

the soil and this earth's surface contains 16,092.160,000 idle acres of tillable land where they can make a
living by tickling the earth with a
forked stick, but we do not need them
so far as increasing production is concerned; we now have all the producers
we can use. The city man has very
erroneous ideas of agricultural conditions. The commonly accepted theory
that we are short on production is all
wrong. Our annual Increase in production far exceeds that of our increase in population.
The World as a Farm.
Taking the world as one big farm,
we find two billion acres of land in
cultivation. Of this amount there is
approximately 750,000,000 acres on the
western and 1,260,000.000 acres on th$
eastern hemisphere, in cultivation.
This estimate, of course, does not include grazing lands, forests, etc.,
where large quantities of meat are
produced.
The world's annual crop approximates fifteen billion bushels of cereals, thirteen billion pounds of fibre
million tons of meat.
and sixty-fivThe average annual world crop for
the past five years, compared with the
previous five years, is as follows:
Previous Half
Past Half
'
Decade.
Decade.
Crops

:

BARBER SHOP

Automobile Expert

world will never starve.
The consumer has always feared
that the producer would not supply
him and his fright has found expression on the statute books of our states
and nations and the farmer has been
urged to produce recklessly and without reference to a market, and regardless of the demands of the consumer.
Back to the Soil.
The city people have been urging
each other to move back to the farm,
but very few of them have moved.
We welcome our city cousins back to

M

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

o

A modern Barber Shop.
HOGS FOR SALF:
40 to 50
head, some fat and ready to butch-

er, some good brood sows, shoats
and pigs.
Mostly well bred
Duroc-.Tersey-

s.

Large Experience with all makes

nni nip
tüHnnLiiiiü tí URLU 0

Coil in N.

y

Graduate Nurses.

Mechanician and

Telephone 123

X-Ra-

it."

F, H. WALTIIER

Woodward&Kidd
MüniTTIMO

Good Rooms,

Meals,"

fiom

Other

J. M.

Towns

Promptly Responded to.

Geor,

Roy, N M.

b

.S. Durrin,

Attorney at Law,
U,

C: S. Gibson,
Carpenter

(Si

Contractor,
Estimates Furnished Free,
All Work Guaranteed,
as to Workmanship.
...4

Country work Solicited.

Roy, N.

M9

S, Comnjissioner,

Solano,

New Mex.

The Roy
Restaurant
Emilia Romero Proprietors

Good Meals. 25 cts
We feed you well

and treat you rijffet

Across from the Bank, Roy.N.M.
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Davenport Bro's Prop's. oo
o
Roy,
o
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Automobile Livery
o
o
Autos housed and cared for
Repair work by experts, q

Ga ira

KM.

n Team Livery in connection, Good rigs OO
q
gf and teams.
O
o - O Livery Barn Building. Near the Depot. O
o
O
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